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(ABSTRACT)

The project involved the development and evaluation of a prototype individual

performance measurement system. The system was designed to be used on research

personnel in a technical consulting firm.

Before the system was developed, literature in the field of performance appraisal

and the company corporate mission was reviewed. The prototype instrument was then

developed based on Behavioral Observation Scales and the Critical Incident Technique.

The data necessary to form the prototype was gathered through the use of Nominal Group

Technique sessions. The prototype was then evaluated by research personnel in a two

month trial appraisal period. Results of this experiment showed that portions of the project
were useful to be implemented in the company's current performance appraisal system

A description of the prototype system research, development and evaluation is

included.
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1I. INTRODUCTION

Overview

The purpose of this project was to develop and evaluate
a prototype individual performance measurement system for
the Research Staff at XYZ Corporation. The prototype system
was based on quantitative measurement techniques derived
from research on current appraisal methods. The prototype
was then evaluated in an experimental setting using Managers
and Research Staff to examine its utility in the XYZ
environment.

Outline of Report

The following sections of the report further describe
the processes and results of the entire project. Section I
provides the background and an outline of the project.
Section II describes the research conducted on performance
appraisal systems and the development of a system
prototype. Section III describes the Nominal Group
Technique (NGT) sessions and the development of the
prototype appraisal form. Section IV describes the
experiment. Section V summarizes and explains the
experiment results. Finally, Section VI provides

1
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conclusions and recommendations on the utility of such a
system.

Background

This project originated in the spring of 1987 when three
XYZ took a Virginia Tech course examining productivity
measures in white and blue collar environments. As a result
of this course, the three employees developed a proposal to
examine methods of increasing productivity at XYZ. In the
summer of 1987, this proposal was presented to the president
who rejected the proposal but requested the proposal team
alternatively consider developing quantitative measures of
Research Staff productivity.

' In July 1988 a proposal was submitted, on quantitative

measurement techniques, for the president's consideration
which was deemed acceptable and the project was approved.

The accepted proposal was based on development and

evaluation of a prototype individual performance appraisal
system, utilizing quantitative measurement techniques, for
the Research Staff at XYZ. The prototype would be tested in
an experiment with managers evaluating several employees.

Following evaluation of the experiment results, the project

team hoped that the prototype, if it went forward and was
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accepted by XYZ management, could provide a means for
improving the current Performance and Salary Review (PSR)
process. Several benefits to XYZ would include: higher
reliability and validity of the appraisal process, increased
Research Staff productivity due to increased feedback, more
equitable allocation of rewards, and possible statistical
trend analysis across organizational units. (These will be
discussed in later sections of the report.)

The members of the project team were:

o Andrew Muras, a Virginia Tech Masters' candidate in
Systems Engineering, completing his thesis research for

his Master's Project and serving as project leader;
o Cindy Ackerman, a Virginia Tech Masters' candidate in

Systems Engineering, participating in the project for a
graduate elective; and

o Kathy Warkentin, a Marymount University senior
completing her internship in Psychology-Training &

Development.

Lee Phillips provided technical guidance and management
insight throughout the project planning sessions. Sandy

Warner served as XYZ's point of contact. All decisions on

start—up and continuation of the project were made by the
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president. An organizational structure of the project
members is shown in Figure 1.

Project Outline

The Systems Engineering Process played an important part
in the development and testing of the prototype system.
Systems Engineering is primarily composed of six basic steps
(see Figure 2). the first step, Conceptual Design, begins
with identifying the ned of an organization for a product.
As a result of this identified need, a feasibility study is
undertaken to evaluate possible alternatives and then select
an alternative to satisfy the ned. The second step,
Preliminary System Design, is concerned with deriving
detailed design requirements from the initial top—level
requirements established during the Conceptual Design
phase. Preliminary System Design involves four processes:
functional analysis and requirements allocation, system

synthesis and allocation of design criteia, system trade—off
and optimization, and development of detailed

specifications. Step three is the Detailed system/Equipment
Design and involves three processes: completing the
detailed system design, developing a system prototype, and
testing the system prototype. The fourth step, Production
and/or Construction, involves development and implementation

of the actual system. The firth step, System Utilization
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Figure 1: Organizational Structure
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Definition of NEED

Conceptual Design

Feasibility Study
Research

Preliminary System Design

Functional Analysis
Allocation of Design Criteria
Optimization
System Synthesis and Definition

Detail System Design

System/Product Design
System Prototype Development
Test and Evaluation

Production/Construction

System Utilization

System Retirement

Figure 2: The Systems Engineering Process
ll



and Life Cycle Support, includes maintenance, update and
E

system support throughout the life of the system. Step six,
System Retirement, includes the 'phasing-out' of the
system. The project being documented in this report
involved the first three steps of the Systems Engineering
Process.

The project was divided into seven tasks (see Figure 3)

briefly described in subsequent paragraphs. More details on
each of these tasks are presented in other sections of this
report.

The first task, Research/Planning, was split into two
parts. In the first Research part, a detailed investigation
was performed on performance appraisal systems. The

research material for this investigation included books (see
bibliography), performance appraisal systems from other
organizations, and discussions with various subject matter
experts (e.g., XYZ personnel and university professors).

The investigation examined relevant aspects of the problem,
from a theoretical and a practical standpoint. Issues that
were examined included: EEO and other legal implications,
weighted versus non-weighted scales, validity and

reliability factors, and ease of use (for more details on
this research, see Section II). The research allowed the

project team to understand more fully the current thinking
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on performance appraisal and thus determine what might be
applicable for the XYZ environment. The second part of this
task was the Planning phase, which included: deciding how
to run the data collection, deciding the type of experiment
to conduct, developing the measures of merit, initial
planning on the final report, and generating detailed
timelines and approaches for completing the remaining
tasks. The first interim briefing to the president was
scheduled at the midpoint of the first task.

Following the first interim briefing, the project team
began work on Task Two (in parallel with the second half of
Task One). During this phase the basic research was
completed and an actual system was developed. The output of
this task was a system structure and description, including
the type of measurement technique to be used, the framework
of an appraisal form, and a definition of the appraisal
process.

Figure 4 shows a schematic of the system that was
envisioned. The top level criteria (domains) are a list of

broad performance categories which can be used to define
Research Staff performance. Each of these categories is
then sub-divided into numerous critical incidents, or
statements describing observable behaviors. Each of these
observable behavior statements then has a rating scale
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TOP LEVEL CRITERIA
SCORE

EFFECTIVENESS
EFFICIENCY
QUALITY

Z CRITICAL INCIDENTS

- SUM TO AL

PFIODUCES A WRITTEN OUTPUT

MEETS OR BEATS DEADLINES

ALMOST NEVER ALMOST ALWAYS
0 1 2 3 4

Figure 4: Example System
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associated with it. Ratings within the domains are summed,
and then the domain totals are summed to get an overall
performance rating.

With the development of the system, it was then possible
to proceed to Task Three, Nominal Group Technique (NGT).
The NGT sessions were used to gather the raw data from XYZ
employees, which was then used for developing the prototype
appraisal form. Each NGT session concentrated on generating
raw data for different parts of the appraisal prototype.

Following the completion of the NGT sessions, the
project team began Task Four: refining the raw data from
Task Three to fit within the system construct. The output
of this task was a prototype system for use in the
experiment. Along with this prototype was a set of rules,
or guidelines, on how to use the system, incorporated into a
training manual (Task Five) given to each of the experiment
participants. The second interim project briefing (critical
design review) was given to the president at the end of Task
Four.

Task Five involved the actual experiment. Several parts
of Task Five ran in parallel with the other tasks. This was
necessary because the design of the system and the

information from the NGT sessions of Task Three partially

I
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dictated how the experiment was conducted. Task Five was
divided into two parts. In the first part, the experiment
was designed to address the experiment approach and

objectives, detailed experiment implementation procedures,
and development of an evaluation form for the experiment

participants. The second part was the experiment

implementation: training the participants, monitoring their
progress, and then collecting the evaluation data at the end
of the experiment.

In Task Six, the project team used the evaluations
gathered from the Task Five experiment to analyze the
utility of the prototype. This analysis centered on each of
the Measures of Merit (MOM) criteria (see Section IV).

Task Seven involved the actual writing of the report.
Results from each of the previous tasks are included, along
with a final set of recommendations and suggested follow—on
efforts.

Figures 5 and 6 show the schedule and the resource
expenditures planned for each of the seven tasks and detail
both the planned and actual dates for the various project

tasks. The resource expenditures cover the hours required

to complete the project. The project team's hours were not

charged to XYZ. Lee Phillips, Sandy Warner and Mr. Englund

N
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TASK

BRIEFING
1 RESEARCH! A APLANNING

2 DEVELOP A ASYSTEM
PRE 1 2 3

3 Nor A AAL.LA A · PLANNED
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Figure 5: Project Schedule
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HOURS PER TASK
51*,;}:}: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C. Ackerman 28 20 16 24 24 20 20
A. Muras 28 20 16 24 24 20 20
K. Warkentin 28 20 16 24 24 20 20
L. Phillips 6 6 2 2
S. Wamer 3 6 2 2
J. Englund 1 1 1
NGT X 3Ofücer 9

Div Mgr 9
RS-5 9
RS-4 9
RS-3 9
RS—2 9
RS—1 9

Experiment
3 Div Mgrs 18
6 RS 36

Figure 6: Project Resource Planned Expenditures
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charged minimal time for oversight and review of the
project. Time charges for the NGT sessions (three 3-hour
sessions, with seven people per session) and for the
experiment (three division managers, each using two
employees) were budgeted. Expenses for additional labor or
materials were not covered by the resource expenditures
budget. (Note: The actual hours charged by Lee Phillips,
Sandy Warner, Mr. Englund, the NGT session participants and
the experiment participants closely parallel the budgeted
hours. However, the budgeted hours for the project team
were underestimated by as much as Fifty percent.)

Expected Results

What results were expected from this project? First,
the evaluation of the prototype would provide useful data
and direction for further development of an improved
performance appraisal system. Second, the data gathered on
observable Research Staff behaviors might be useful to
management in structuring Research Staff responsibilities.
Third, this observable behavior data might be useful in
developing job descriptions for the Research Staff. Fourth,
the development of the prototype system would be
accomplished at very low cost to XYZ, as most of the labor
was 'free.'
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II. SYSTEM DEFINITION

Purpose

Before the project team could design a prototype

instrument to objectively measure Research Staff

performance, it was necessary to at least broadly define the

various components of an appraisal system and determine how

well the prototype might fit within the system.

There are three primary components to any performance

appraisal system, as illustrated in Figure 7: the job
descriptiongjob standards module which assesses the match

between the job itself and the requisite skills, knowledge,

and attitudes of the worker who will perform the job; the

performance appraisal component which assesses the
individual's performance against specified job standards,

goals, and expected behaviors; and the compensation and

rewards component which allocates rewards based on valid

performance measurement criteria.

Objective

The scope of the project was limited to the performance

appraisal component in order to generate a prototype

appraisal instrument for measuring Research Staff

16
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Job Description! Performance mmP
Inventory of Assessment ofworker'semployee

knowledge, performance against _
skills, attitudes job criteria; Based ed Va"d _ _
versus requisite Achievement of goals; Pelfelmanee emeila
job criteria Individual development

Evaluation of Reliability and Validity

Figure 7: Performance Appraisal System

I
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performance. However, the project team wanted to research

the system ip pppp prior to developing the performance

appraisal component to understand how this component would

fit within the total system.

Research and Development:

The project team reviewed literature in the field of

performance appraisal and XYZ's corporate mission statement

to construct a comprehensive system model. Eight general

areas related to defining a performance appraisal system

were examined: EEO implications and legal defensibility
requirements; appraisal measurement techniques; weighted

versus non- weighted performance measures; top level

performance criteria; statistical techniques; data
collection techniques; validity and reliability; and rater

training. Each area researched is discussed separately

below.

1. EEO Implications and Legal Defensibility Reguirements

Latham and Wexley (1981, pp. 33-39) emphasized the

courts' deep skepticism of appraisal techniques involving
supervisory judgments that depend almost entirely on

subjective evaluation. The courts have specifically
condemned procedures based on trait scales (or subjective
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criteria for assessing workers' performance). Furthermore,

the Uniform Guidelines, the 1978 Civil Service Reform Act,

and the courts state that performance measures must be based

on critical or important requirements of the job.

· Carroll and Schneier (1982, p. 54), in addressing EEO

implications and legal defensibility requirements, outlined
a number of critical actions to be taken in the development

of a performance appraisal system: (1) create a formalized

system, with written policies; (2) standardize the system

for consistency companywide; (3) use job analysis to develop

the system; (4) develop performance standards based on work

actually being done; (5) employ performance measures where

the relative importance of each item is fixed; (6) ensure

that the supervisor's subjective evaluation is not the only

measure of overall performance; (7) provide rater training

for all supervisors and employee orientation on the new
system; (8) let predetermined, written criteria serve as the

basis for allocating rewards; (9) provide raters with ample
opportunity to observe employees being evaluated; (10) use

multiple raters, if additional information can be obtained;
(ll) offer well- publicized opportunities for transfer and

promotion; and (12) include the option for employees to

initiate the process for transfer without recommendation by

supervisor.
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Critical action steps 1-4 generally apply to the job

description/job standards component; steps 5-10 refer to the

performance appraisal component; and steps 11-12 support the

compensation and rewards component (with step 8 overlapping

the last two components). The performance appraisal

prototype for this project incorporated several of the legal

defensibility factors (e.g., items 1, 4, 7, 8 and 9)

identified by Carroll and Schneier. Due to time, budget,

and scope of project constraints, the prototype did not

address compensation-reward or job analysis criteria,

although development of these components would be necessary

prior to the implementation of any performance appraisal

system.

2. Appraisal Measurement Techniques

The project team reviewed literature on various
measurement scales and considered several behavioral methods

for use in the prototype system. In addition, the president

expressed interest in whether it would be possible to

quantitatively measure Research Staff productivity.

Behaviorally-based appraisal measures allow for more job

complexity, relate more directly to what the employee

actually does, and are more likely to minimize irrelevant

performance factors. Latham and Wexley (1981, p. 45) stated
that "behavioral criteria not only measure the individuals
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on factors over which they have control but also specify

what the person must do to successfully perform the job

assigned."

Of the many measurement scales available (such as

behavior checklists, mixed standard scales, forced-choice

scales, critical incident technique, behaviorally anchored

rating scales, and behavioral observation scales), only the
last three significantly addressed the overall system

criteria identified by Carroll and Schneier (1982, p. 54).

These three——critical incident technique, behaviorally

anchored rating scales, and behavioral observation

scales-—were evaluated by the project team and are discussed

below.

o The Critical Incident Technique identifies

specific, observable behaviors that describe effective

or ineffective performance. Figure 8 represents a few

of the critical incidents describing Research Staff
performance that were generated by XYZ Managers and

employees in small focus groups.

A legitimate critical incident refers to an actual
behavior in a specific situation with no mention of
traits or judgmental inferences. Generally,

criticalincidentsare collected in interviews with workers who 1

actually perform the work or work with the workers' i

1
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CRITICAL INCIDENTS

1. Identifies all aspects of the problem
2. Follows through with all aspects of the task
34 Produces a written output
4. Maintains regular client contact
5. Receives commendation from client (written or oral)
6. Communicates technical work accurately
7. Punctual in both work and meeting attendance
8. Meets budget requirements for a project
9. Provides timely feedback on professional and

project activities to manager, leader of associated
tasks, and co-workers

10. Checks staff clearances and need-to-know before
releasing classified documents or classified
information

11. Provides constructive criticism during project
reviews, briefings, etc.

12. Completes routine tasks in a timely and accurate
fashion

Figure 8: Sampling of Critical Incidents
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supervisor, peers, subordinates, and clients. Small

focus groups of workers and managers also may be used to

collect this data. Critical incidents can contribute
significant job analysis data in the development of an

appraisal system.

While this method yields excellent results,

sufficient time must be invested to generate a

comprehensive list of incidents. Among several methods

of job analysis surveyed (Bernardin and Beatty, p. 17),

the Critical Incident Technique received the highest
ratings for the purpose of performance appraisal

development.

o The behaviorally-based appraisal instrument most

frequently recommended is Behaviorally Anchored Rating

Scales (BARS), sometimes called Behavioral-Expectation

Scales (Latham and Wexley, p. 5l). Figure 9 gives an

example of a BARS developed for evaluating college

professors.

BARS are developed by having a group of workers

first generate critical incidents that describe

competent, average, and incompetent behavior and then

categorize these incidents into broad overall

performance categories. A second group is tasked to
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skills: A good eonstructional order of material slides

· srnoothly from one topic to another; design of course optimizes interest;
studentscan easily follow organizational strategy; course outline
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I Follows a course syllabus; I
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logical order; ties each I n _ _
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- · previous lecture into the
8 present one before beginning

the lecture.

I
7 This instructor can be expected

to announce at the end of each
lecture the material that will be

·
6

covesd during the next class
· peri . ‘

‘ Prepares a course syllabus
but only follows it I °
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Vorder, although does tie
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4 This instructor could be
- /expected to be sidetracked at
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and not cover the intended3 material.

·_
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°"‘ V ‘^’"·l°‘ “°
than the subject s/hc is' lul md"' j supposed to lecture on.

Source:BemardinFigure

9: A Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale for College
Professors
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reach consensus on which performance category each

incident best illustrates. A third group, also familiar
with the job, then rates each incident on a 5- to
7-point scale according to outstanding, average, and
poor performance. These critical incidents are used as
anchors or benchmarks on the rating scale, and the

numerical value given to each is the average of all the
judges' ratings. (Behaviora1—Expectation Scales differ
from BARS in that they reword the critical incidents

from actual behaviors to expected behaviors. This
change is made to underscore the fact that the worker
does not need to demonstrate the exgpp anchor-behavior

in order to be rated at that level.) The appraiser then
records critical incidents underneath the scale to

substantiate the rating given.

Advantages of BARS

BARS lend themselves to employee counseling and
motivation by providing specific feedback on strengths
and areas in need of improvement. Beatty, Schneier, and
Beatty (1977) found that ratings improved after workers

received BARS feedback. This method has received higher
ratings than other measurement scales in providing more

comprehensive job performance sampling, meeting EEO
requirements, and maintaining consistent
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interpretability. Jacobs, Kafry, and Zedeck (1980, p.

660) believe that "the strongest attribute of BARS

methodology is its ability to yield job analysis
information performed by the people who know the job

best and written in their language." One researcher

(Blood, 1974) indicated another advantage is that BARS

procedures can yield "mean ratings of effectiveness for

comparisons between organizational levels" (or trend

analysis data).

Since the BARS method records direct observations

of the worker's behavior on the scales themselves, the

numerical ratings given are further supported. High

item-reliability for BARS indicates that the behavioral

anchors have generally small standard deviations and are

therefore successfully "anchoring" the scale rather than

A "floating" above the scale from one rater's

interpretations to the next (Bernardin and Beatty,

p. 221). Some of the reliability of BARS, however, can

be attributed to the use of critical incidents in the

scale development phase.

Disadvantages of BARS

A serious limitation of BARS is that development of

the scale requires a substantial investment in both time
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and resources. In addition, the evaluator may have

difficulty assigning observed behaviors to a specific

dimension, and the evaluator may have problems

determining the scale value of the observed behavior

against the examples provided. The BARS method

incorporates extensive diary-keeping to track observed

incidents during the appraisal period and thus rates low

on practicality. The complicated rating procedures
found with BARS score low on user acceptability and ease

of use. In spite of its limitations, the benefits of

BARS in objectively assessing worker performance can be

well worth the effort.

o Behavioral Observation Scales (BOS) are summated

rating scales which utilize statistical analysis to
select items for building an appraisal instrument.

Figure 10 depicts a BOS in which the worker would be

rated on every item. The BOS method, as in BARS,

collects a comprehensive number of behavioral

statements; rates employees on a 5-point scale as to the m
frequency of the observed behavior; computes a total

score by summing the observer's responses to all

behavioral items; and performs statistical analysis to

identify those behaviors that most clearly differentiate l

effective from ineffective performers. As shown in
Figure 10, BOS and other summated rating scales rate the
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l TEAM PLAYING
1. lnvites the input of SPG managers on issues that will directly affect

them before making a decision
Almost Never 0 1 2 3 4 Almost Always

2. Explains to SPG the rationale behind directives, decisions, and policies„_ that may or will affect other divisions
Almost Never 0 1 2 3 4 Almost Always

3. Keeps SPG informed of major changes in the department regarding
people, policies, projects, construction, etc.
Almost Never 0 1 2 3 4 Almost Always

4. Continually seeks input of SPG as a group on capital policy and plansrather than engaging primarily in interactions with individual managers
Almost Never 0 1 2 3 4 Almost Always

5. ls open to criticism and questioning of decisions from SPG members
at SPG meetings
Almost Never 0 1 2 3 4 Almost Always

6. Supports SPG decisions
Almost Never 0 1 2 3 4 Almost Always

7. Spends time learning about other SPG members' ongoing operations
(e.g., their targets, time tables, interrelationships of targets within and
between departments)
Almost Never 0 1 2 3 4 Almost Always

8. Develops ways of combining departmental objectives with the overall
objectives ol N.W. operations
Almost Never 0 1 2 3 4 Almost Always

9. Admits when doesn't know the answer
Almost Never 0 1 2 3 4 Almost Always

10. Participates in SPG discussions (e.g., asks questions; brainstorrns
with group)
Almost Never 0 1 2 3 4 Almost Always

Figure 10: An Example Behavioral Observation Scale
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frequency with which an employee engages in observed

behavior, unlike BARS-derived Behavioral Expectation
Scales which rate employees on expected behavior.

Item analysis is performed to eliminate any
incidents occurring either so frequently or infrequently

that they do not differentiate good from poor

performers. Since each BOS performance category

contains a different number of behavioral items,

weighting of the scales is usually recommended.

BOS, like BARS, is developed from a systematic job

analysis supplied by employees for employees. Both

methods require a significant investment in time and
resources to identify sufficient critical incidents.
Latham and Wexley (p. 62) believe that "BOS can either

stand alone or as a supplement to existing job

descriptions because they make explicit what behaviors

are required in a given job." BOS also can be used with
job applicants to indicate what they will be expected to

do. Evaluators are not required to record sample

incidents to support ratings assigned on the BOS, thus

making this method more practical than BARS. BOS, like

BARS, is more specific in the scale item content and
results in greater interpretability than less specific
measurement methods.
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The use of BOS avoids the following problems found

with BARS-based models, as summarized by Atkin and

Conlon (1978):

(l) Selecting an incident on the BARS as

representative of the worker's performance implies

endorsement of all other incidents below the item

checked. "This endorsement, which may be

unwarranted, is avoided with BOS because the rater

is expected to evaluate on each and every item."

(2) Rating a worker on each item in a domain, "as
is done with BOS, instead of selecting one point on
the BARS anchor, may reduce content sampling

error," or the inclusion of behavioral criteria
that do not match actual job performance

requirements.

(3) "At the time of the rating, evaluators may not

have enough information about the performance of

standard behaviors to use them in the BARS context

unless the raters recorded the incidents at the

time of occurrence. The reduced number of items on
the BOS serves as a checklist to take into account
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in evaluating day—to-day job functions and allows
the rater to focus primarily on unique or unusual
behaviors."

In general, the project team found that more complex
behavioral measurement scales like BARS and BOS, when used
in conjunction with the Critical Incident Technique, rated
highest on:

o feedback, training, and organizational development
factors;

o data availability, documentation, EEO requirements,
and interpretability factors; and

o quantitative measurement factors.

After much discussion, the project team decided that the
most efficient approach for the project would be to develop
a prototype appraisal instrument utilizing Behavioral
Observation Scales and the Critical Incident Technique. BOS
would offer many of the benefits found with

behaviorally—based measurement scales and would remove some
of the limitations of a BARS methodology.
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3. Weighted versus Non—Weighted Performance Measures

As mentioned previously, BOS recommends the use of

weightings to show the relative importance of one domain
over another and to emphasize certain critical incidents
over others. To illustrate how the use of weightings can

emphasize the importance of some behaviors over others,

consider the variety of skills that may be required by

members of a basketball team, such as shooting, dribbling,

passing, and guarding. A team composed of players strong on

offense might emphasize, or weight heavily, such skills as
shooting and dribbling. If the team chose a defense game

strategy, such skills as guarding and passing might be more
important. In the area of performance appraisal, the

weighting of certain job behaviors over others can provide

corporate guidance on what level of performance is expected

from the employee.

Job analysis generally is used to determine the

importance, or frequency weights, of the various behaviors

represented on an appraisal form. The ranking by job

incumbents of critical incidents or domains establishes the

relative importance of each item, thus strengthening legal

defensibility. Fixed weightings, when derived through job

analysis, can help standardize the performance appraisal
system for consistency companywide. Furthermore, the
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"Uniform Guidelines" specify that, whenever feasible, it is
generally preferable to weight for relevance.

Critics of weighted performance measures maintain that

"sophisticated weighting techniques seldom yield higher

validity than simply adding up the individual item scores"
(Latham and Wexley, 1981, p. 61). In discussing three

weighting options and the effectiveness of each, Latham and

Wexley explain:

"Equal weighting of the performance criteria

assumes that each criterion is equally important for

defining overall success on the job" (p. 72). Since one

can only guess at correct weightings anyway, perhaps the

best approach is to treat all criteria equally.

When criteria are subjectively weighted by

supervisors or workers, there frequently is disagreement

on the desired weightings, although non—weighting

procedures do provide the manager with greater

flexibility in setting goals to more closely reflect the
worker's level of performance.

The problem with weighting criteria in terms of

their dollar value to the organization is that "most
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measures of job effectiveness are not easily expressed

in monetary terms" (p. 72).

The project team initially planned to have fixed weights
established by the president for the domains and allow the

managers to establish critical incident weightings.

However, some of the domains (i.e., Corporate Policy and

Security) were viewed as reflecting companywide standards
and other domains (i.e., Technical Competence versus Quality
of Work/Productivity) supported an equal weighting

approach. After discussions with the president, it was

decided that domains would not be weighted and that

weightings would only be used by the managers to identify

relevant critical incidents for the review period.

4. Top Level Performance Criteria

During the research and design phase, the project team

planned to define the top level performance criteria (see

Section I, Figure 4) to structure the focus groups who would
then generate mid-level domains and critical incidents.
After further development of the prototype model, however,

the project team concluded that the use of arbitrary top

level criteria would negatively bias the data generated by
the groups and decided to delete this action step.
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5. Data Collection Techniques

As mentioned earlier in the discussion of Critical
Incident Technique, small focus groups have been recommended

by several researchers as a viable means for identifying

critical incidents to describe effective and ineffective
performance. A modified Nominal Group Technique (NGT) was
selected by the project team for use in generating the raw

performance data for the prototype instrument. During the

research phase of the project, the team identified the

criteria for participant selection and described required
actions in the design of the NGT sessions (discussed indepth

in Section III).

6. Validity and Reliability

To assist in the evaluation of an employee's performance

and to satisfy legal requirements, performance appraisal

criteria must provide a representative sampling of the
employee's job performance. If the appraisal system is used

for estimating an employee's potential for advancement, the

appraisal system must provide accurate data about such

potential. In other words, the appraisal system must be

valid--"it must measure what it professes to measure"

(Latham and Wexley, p. 65). Reliability refers to whether
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an instrument measures the same criterion on repeated

trials.

While many of the behavioral methods of performance

appraisal have potential for demonstrating validity and
reliability, other factors--such as the frequency of

appraisal, the source of appraisal, and the purpose of the

appraisal--can contribute as much or more to the overall

effectiveness of an appraisal system as the rating method

selected. Therefore, no method can be assigned a grade on

validity without considering the context for which it is
implemented.

Reliability affects validity in that a performance

measure that does not yield the same results on successive

trials cannot be valid. The following measures can be used

to determine the reliability of a performance appraisal

system:

o "The test-retest method assesses the reliability of
a performance measure in terms of its stability or
the extent to which the measure is free of time

sampling error. This requires that managers
observe workers on multiple occasions with the same

appraisal instrument and then calculate the degree
of similarity between each rating.
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o "Interobserver reliability is assessed by
determining the consistency between two or more

raters in evaluating the same employee.

o "Internal consistency provides a measure of the

extent to which the instrument is free of content

sampling error. For instance, an appraisal

instrument designed to measure knowledge of algebra

should not contain items that do not correlate with
knowledge of the subject. One advantage of BOS

over BARS is that the internal consistency of each

criterion or scale can be calculated." (Latham and

Wexley, p. 65)

It is quite possible to have reliable appraisal measures
which are not valid. The measure may be consistently

measuring the wrong thing. The instrument may yield

consistent ratings of the employee's behaviors, but the

appraisal may not be valid for making judgments about the
employee's potential for jobs other than the current one.

The validity of an appraisal instrument can be assessed

primarily in three ways, according to Latham and Wexley
(1984, pp. 67-69):
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o "The instrument itself must be content valid

(concerned with how representative and relevant the

items in the instrument are to the critical

requirements of the job). The use of critical
incidents generated by job incumbents, supervisors,
etc. can be very effective in meeting this
requirement.

o "Predictive validity must be shown if one purpose
of the appraisal is to predict future performance

on a different job. Because it is extremely
difficult to demonstrate predictive validity,

construct validity is often employed as a secondary

test.

o "Construct validity seeks to establish the job

relatedness of an appraisal system by inferring the

degree to which the persons being evaluated possess

some quality or construct (employee worth to the

organization) which is presumed to be reflected in

the performance measure." To show construct

validity, there should be high agreement among

knowledgeable observers of the emp1oyee's

performance on each criterion. Conversely, how

employees are rated on one criterion should not

automatically correlate with how they rate on
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another criterion. A high correlation among the
different criteria is usually interpreted as
evidence of halo error.

In summary, the overall emphasis should be on validation
of the appraisal system as an integral process, rather than
a discrete assessment of one area of validity.

7. Statistical Measurement

The project team researched the feasibility of

performing statistical and economical analysis on

information generated from appraisals. The team found that
it was both feasible and essential to analyze the input and
output of a performance appraisal system.

A cost benefit analysis also should be performed during
the development phase. There are two sources of cost
associated with a system: the cost of developing the system
and the cost of using the system. Although behavioral
scales have a high development cost while narrative—type
appraisals tend to have a lower development cost, the

resulting system benefits may reflect the development
effort. A similar correlation exists between the chosen
system and the respective appraisal time requirements of
management and staff. The opportunity cost of the required
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level of effort must be examined for each system using

criteria provided by corporate management. In addition,

studies must be conducted to assess the system's

effectiveness and accuracy. The accuracy of a performance

appraisal system is difficult to determine quantitatively;

however, consistency among raters and between those

employees being evaluated can be an indicator of a

performance appraisal system's accuracy.

Ideally, a performance appraisal system not only

provides some feedback on level of performance but also

functions as an employee development tool. If an intended

benefit of the system is employee development, job analysis

data must be used to assess the system's ability to track

changes in level of development.

Trend analysis is valuable for assessing consistency
· between Research Staff levels, across divisions, and within

groups. Trend analysis is also useful for identifying
aspects of corporate policy or employee responsibilities

that require clarification or training.

Another area requiring analysis involves the development

of critical incidents and domains in NGT sessions.

Statistical comparisons between two or more NGT groups must
be made to determine the extent of their agreement in
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assigning the critical incidents to each domain. Usually
80% agreement between groups indicates an acceptable

behavior criterion.

Relevance or content validity can be tested by removing

10% of the critical incidents generated prior to
categorization into domains. If a new domain must be added
in order to incorporate the critical incidents set aside or
if there are fewer than three critical incidents under an

existing domain, then additional critical incidents must be

collected. A second test of content validity is a

comparison of the number of domains to the number of

critical incidents classified. If 75% of the critical
incidents can be categorized into 90% of the domains, then
the content of the behavioral scale is considered valid.

, An item analysis involves correlating the scores on each
critical incident with the sum of all critical incidents to
discard those items occurring either so frequently or

infrequently that they do not differentiate between superior
or below par performance.

The development of an overall performance appraisal

system should include a thorough analysis of its components

to ensure that basic assumptions have been statistically
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verified. However, the limited number of experiment
participants did not yield a statistically significant
sample and a quantitative analysis of the system was not
possible.

8. Rater Training

The need for rater training was supported in reviews of
case law relating to legal defensibility of performance

appraisal systems. Literature on this subject emphasized

that rater training should: (l) focus on identifying

performance problems and behaviors, not on personality-trait

appraisals; (2) evaluate, rather than criticize, past

performance; (3) discuss margin of control [things I can
change, things I can't change, and things we as an

organizational unit can change]; (4) explain how to set

goals for others; (5) sell the new system; (6) deal with

observable, on—the—job behavior assessment; and (7) review

goal development against critical incident referencing (or

the identification of a few short—term goals rather than
listing many long—term performance deficiencies). Rater
training conducted for the prototype experiment group is

discussed in Section IV.

_.__g_______________________..................................--------J
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Summary of System Definition

Based upon research in the field of performance
appraisal and a review of XYZ's corporate mission statement,
the project team identified several requirements for the
development of a comprehensive appraisal system. These
requirements formed the

basis for the prototype experiment's Measures of Merit,

discussed in Section IV.

The full appraisal system, consisting of the job
description/job standards component, performance appraisal
component, and compensation—rewards component, should:

—- Utilize valid information on performance
measurement in the workplace;

-- Provide consistency between corporate goals and
management attitudes toward performance appraisal;

-- Integrate employees' work—related goals;

—— Maintain legal defensibility and EEO requirements;

—— Promote feedback on individual performance;
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-- Improve performance through interactive

goal-setting and feedback;

—— Incorporate the capacity to distinguish between

various levels of performance;

—— Provide equitable means for allocation of rewards;

—— Serve as a self-correction tool in the selection

process;

-- Allow trend analysis across several organizational

levels and provide vital data for employee

development programs; and

—- Aid in corporate policy development.

At the conclusion of the system definition phase (Tasks
One and Two), the prototype for the performance appraisal

component incorporated the following criteria:

o Utilized valid information on performance
measurement in the workplace;
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o Provided consistency between corporate goals and
management attitudes toward performance appraisal
(through the use of focus groups to generate
critical incidents based on XYZ's corporate mission
data):

o Integrated the employee's work-related goals;

o Maintained stronger legal defensibility and EEO
requirements than the current PSR system, although
this aspect of the prototype instrument requires
further strengthening (see discussion in Section
II.C.l.); and

o Promoted feedback on individual performance.

Furthermore, the prototype was designed to:

o Measure improvement in performance through
interactive goal-setting and feedback (not
validated due to short review period of the
experiment and because the project did not allow
time for impact evaluation);
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0 Provide a more equitable means for allocating
rewards (not validated since the project did not
include development of the compensation-rewards

component);

0 Serve as a self-correction tool in the selection
process (not validated because the project did not
include development of the job description/job
standards component);

0 Provide limited trend analysis data across organiza-
tional levels and for employee development programs
(application of company-wide weightings and stan-
dardized expected ratings for each RS-level would
enhance the utility of the prototype in this area);
and

0 Aid in corporate policy development (not validated
due to time limitations of the project).

Finally, the prototype would require more extensive job
analysis in order to distinguish between different levels of
performance in XYZ.
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III. PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

The project team decided to use critical incidents (CIs)
or observable behavior statements as the foundation for the
prototype system. The best source of information for both
CIs and domains was the XYZ Managers and Research Staff for
whom the prototype system was being developed.

Brainstorming techniques were investigated as a means of
gathering the raw data necessary to form the CIs and
domains. Hall, Mouton, Blake, and later Osborn indicated
that group brainstorming sessions were superior to

individual brainstorming for the number of ideas produced
and superior to conventional discussion groups for
problem-solving situations. One type of brainstorming
session is the Nominal Group Technique (NGT). NGT is a
modification of the brainstorming technique in that people
work in the presence of each other but write ideas

independently rather than talk about them. It is a highly
structured group process especially useful in situations
where many individuals' ideas and opinions are combined to
reach some ultimate decision. Nominal groups have been
found to be significantly superior to interacting groups in
the average number of unique ideas, the average total number
of ideas, and the quality of ideas produced. For these

47
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reasons, the project staff chose NGT as a data-gathering
instrument.

NGT Process

The pure or strict NGT process is organized into six
phases plus an introduction and a conclusion. A
facilitator, or group leader, is needed to run each NGT
session. The facilitator participates in the process with
the rest of the group and guides each phase according to NGT
guidelines and the session's predetermined tasks. The
following is an explanation of each these phases.

The first phase is silent generation of ideas or
responses. The statement of the task for the NGT session is
read aloud. During this fixed time period, the participants
silently record their responses to the assigned task. There
are several advantages to silent generation: the
opportunity to focus on a specific task without
interruption, generation of ideas without judgment or
criticism, motivation through other participants focusing on
the task, and elimination of dominance by aggressive and/or

higher—level management and staff.

The second phase involves the round-robin recording of
ideas. During this period the participants offer one item
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at a time from their list of generated ideas until all items

are recorded. Items are recorded on a whiteboard or flip

chart in view of all participants. No discussion of items
is allowed at this time; however, the participants may
expand on each other's ideas and offer new items not

previously recorded during the silent generation period.
This method of idea generation helps to avoid dominance of

the group by strong personalities, to display a variety of

opinions (including conflicting ones which result in diverse
approaches to the problem), to disassociate ideas and

participants, to avoid losing or overlooking ideas, and to
elicit a large number of ideas. The overall success of this
phase is dependent upon the facilitator establishing
acceptance and trust among the participants and by his/her

openness and non·judgmental behavior.

After the list of ideas has been displayed, the session

moves to the serial discussion and clarification phase
(Phase III). During this period the facilitator guides the
group in addressing each idea, first for clarification and
second for agreement or disagreement. The facilitator

encourages the group to combine similiar ideas or discard

duplicates according to group consensus. It is important to

note that the final outcome is determined in Phase IV by

vote; therefore, Phase III avoids evaluation. Conflicting

opinions need not be argued; rather, there should arise from
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this discussion a clear understanding of each idea shared.
As with each NGT phase, there are several benefits to the
design of this section. The clarification process

encourages the rationale or thought process behind the ideas
to be presented and thus helps to prevent misunderstanding.
This structure allows differing opinions to be discussed
without argument. The facilitator ensures that discussion
does not focus on one idea or on a small group of ideas.
The most important aspect of this step is the opportunity to
modify or rework the list of ideas to reduce duplication,
ambiguity, and overlap of ideas. The impact of this step is
clear in relation to the next phase.

The fourth phase involves voting and ranking the list of
ideas (usually 20 — 30 items) generated by the group. Each
participant chooses a fixed number of items (determined by
the facilitator and usually from 5 — 10 items) from the
group generated list and identifies those considered to be
most important. The participants write each of the chosen
items on an index card. They then arrange the cards in rank
order and record the associated rank on the card. When the
cards are collected, they are shuffled to maintain

anonymity. Finally, the results are tallied and presented
to the group. As mentioned earlier, the success of this
step is directly related to how successfully the group
reduced the ambiguities, overlap, etc. from each of the
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items in the previous phase. The scheme of Phase IV

facilitates independent decisions, free from social

pressures. The individual votes and ranks also can be used
to indicate possible areas for further discussion and the
extent of consensus reached by the group.

The next step is a short discussion solely for

clarification. This time is used to eliminate votes based

on misunderstanding rather than legitimate differences in
judgment/opinion.

The last section is a final vote conducted in the same
manner as the first vote, using index cards with the
associated item and rank. The NGT session ends with closing

remarks often addressing the group's accomplishments and

future action.

All of the phases of the Nominal Group Technique are

carefully planned and controlled. It is this structure that

provides so many advantages to using the Nominal Group

Technique.
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XYZ Application

The project team found that, because of the desired

outcome (prescribed task) of the three sessions, not all

groups could be conducted using a pure NGT process. Actual

session format, however, is based on the Nominal Group

Technique and is discussed in depth for each group session.

The potential for success of NGT is further enhanced by

careful and deliberate selection of participants. The

project team developed the group participants list with the

intention of covering a broad base of experience, knowledge,

and personality. The project team considered Research Staff

level, gender, division, group, years of experience, and

personality as criteria for organizing the diverse groups.
Specific groups were designated for each NGT session so that
the group would comprehensively meet the objectives for the

NGT sessions.

The primary objective of the NGT sessions was to gather
raw data for use in developing domains and CIs for the
prototype system. In an attempt to determine the difficulty

of generating CIs, the project team decided to hold a mock

NGT session to list CIs. As a result, the project team

generated many sample CIs related to XYZ's Research Staff;

however, the CIs required significant manipulation for
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clarification and objectivity. The ideas generated by the
project team were plentiful, but the concept of observable

behavior statements was new and different. The project team

concluded that adequate time would by required during the

clarification phase of the first NGT session in order to
focus efforts on observable behaviors instead of the usual

trait-based criteria. The benefits of providing the domains
as a guideline for generating CIs was discussed by the
project team along with the option of generating CIs first
and then collapsing them into domains. To avoid influencing

the resulting data from the NGT sessions, the project team

decided on the following objectives for the three sessions:

Session 1 Generate and clarify CIs

Session 2 Develop domains then categorize the CIs

generated

during session 1 under the appropriate

domains

Session 3 Add/Delete/Clarify data resulting from
sessions 1 and 2.
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Preliminary Session

In addition to the three NGT sessions originally

planned, a preliminary session was scheduled to test the
feasibility of using NGT to generate CIs and to consider the
utility of CIs generated, time requirements, and preparatory

requirements for both the project team and NGT

participants. Only three NGT sessions were budgeted;
therefore, the project team contacted members of the

Management and Research Staff who agreed to donate time to

the project for the preliminary session. The
six participants received handouts outlining the four NGT
phases and an article offering support for the technique by
recent research in the field . The preliminary session was
intended to be a dry run of the first NGT session
incorporating the same group assignment criteria and session

format identified for regular NGT groups:

o Introduction/Background
— Handouts and Test on observable behaviors

v. traits

- NGT Guidelines
— Objective of the NGT session

o Silent Generation of Critical Incidents
o Round—robin recording of ideas

— Written on flip charts and on the blackboard
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--5 Minute Break--

o Serial Discussion for Clarification
o Voting/Ranking

- 9 items of most importance

- 9 items of least importanceol
Conclusion

- Evaluation forms of NGT session

o Follow—up

The preliminary session answered many of the intended
questions. The participants had no problem generating CIs

(well over 80 Cls generated). However, most CIs needed

reworking due to unfamiliarity with the difference between
observable behaviors and traits, mentioned earlier, and due
to the group's wide range of viewpoints. The project team
concluded that more introductory information was needed to

address the difference between traits and observable

behaviors. It was also noticed that the time allotted for

the session was extremely tight; therefore, the tasks for

each session needed to be reworked to allow adequate time

for meeting the prescribed objective as efficiently as
possible. The project team also decided that entering the

Cls into a computer would aid in the recording and changing

of CIs for NGT 1.

I
I
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The idea of rating or ranking the CIs was not well liked
by the preliminary group. The ranking was probably not
favored because the distinction between RS levels was not
provided, because the purpose or objective was not clearly
understood, and/or because little time was left for this
final process. In response to the feedback, the project
team agreed to forego the voting/ranking process and thus
deviate from pure NGT. This change would allow more time
for discussion and clarification of CIs identified. Several
participants commented that the session should be more
strictly controlled with respect to NGT guidelines. This
leniency could be attributed to the inexperience of the
project team in running NGT sessions. The project team
agreed that each participant had offered ideas during the
first two phases; however, during the serial discussion
phase, the more outspoken participants often led the flow of
issues. The project team subsequently resolved to enforce
NGT guidelines during the following NGT sessions.

Mill;

In preparation for the first NGT session, the
participants were given more extensive information on
observable behaviors versus traits and the NGT process so
they would be familiar with the terms and process of the
session. The first NGT session included six employees and
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the project team. Figure 11 shows the variety of

participants involved in NGT 1.

The objective of this session was to generate a

comprehensive list of CIs. The assignment statement given

to the session participants was:

Think of behaviors that you and/or other members

of the Research Staff exhibit in their daily

activities at XYZ. List those behaviors
which are observable and signify effective and

ineffective RS performance.

The session followed a modified NGT format:

o Introduction/Background

_ — Review observable behavior v. traits material

- Overview of NGT Guidelines

- Objectives of the NGT session

o Silent generation of Critical Incidents
o Round—robin recording of CIs

— Entered on Computer
— Written on Flip Charts and chalkboard

--Break--

o Serial discussion for Clarification
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Division RS Level M/F Years at XYZ Time at Level

SDSD 4 M 2 2 years

RPD TD M 10 2 years

MSD 3 F 3 3 years

MPD 3 M 5 1 year

DS CO M 9

STD DM M 3 4 months

Figure 11: NGT 1 Participants
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o Conclusion
— Evaluations of the NGT session

- Follow-up

The first NGT group defined 121 job—related behaviors,

many more than anticipated. The CIs indicated a clearer

understanding by the NGT participants of observable behavior
versus traits in that more of the CIs were, in fact,

observable. The increase in number and quality of

observable behaviors as compared to the preliminary session

results implies the additional information on observable
behaviors versus traits gave an adequate background and

explanation. Although there was more time for discussion
and clarification due to omission of the ranking phase, the
group was still tightly bound by time constraints. As a
result of the time limit, many CIs were designated to be

reworked by the project team at a later date instead of

being revised by the group.

Following NGT 1 and in preparation for NGT 2, the

project team developed a revised list of 85 CIs, guided by
the data generated in the first group session.
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NGT 2

Figure 12 illustrates the group composition of NGT 2.

In preparation for the session, the participants received

information on domain characteristics, NGT, and XYZ's
corporate mission. These topics were addressed in

background material because this NGT session objective was
to develop domains. Information was given on the corporate

mission because the project team thought the domains should

reflect the objectives of corporate management.

The second NGT session was given this assignment
statement:

Think of broad categories or domains which

can be used to measure Research Staff performance.

List those which you feel are most important in

fulfilling XYZ's corporate mission.

Working through the logistics of the session resulted in

modifying the pure NGT by adding an additional phase for
assigning the 85 CIs reworked by the project team to the

appropriate domains. The resulting session was conducted as

follows:

I
I

_ _.____________________________._..................................---¤
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Division RS Level ML; Yrs at XYZ Time at Current Level

IND 4 F 3 3 years

AD 2 M 3 6 months

SWD DM M 8 3 years

IND 4 M 4 4 years

MPD 5 M 3 1 year

MPD DM M 2 1 year

AD 2 M 3 3 years

Figure 12: NGT 2 Participants

H
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o Introduction/Background

— Review Domain and Corporate Mission information
— NGT Guidelines
— Objective of the session

o Silent Generation of Domains
o Round—robin recording

o Serial Discussion/Clarification
—-Break—-

o CIs assigned to domains (see Figure 13 for an

example)

o Conclusion

- Evaluations

- Follow-up

- Future project work

At the end of the discussion, the group had identified

14 domains. Several domains could not be clearly defined or

described by one or two words. The result of categorizing

the CIs under these newly—formed domains was that several

domains had from 1 to 5 associated CIs while other domains
had as many as 30 associated CIs. The project staff then
used this information to develop seven domains from the

original 14 and used the NGT results to assign CIs to those

categories.
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Professional Standards:

o Follows through with all aspects of the task

o Punctual in both work and meeting attendance

o Completes routine tasks in a timely and accurate

fashion (e.g. weeklies, MCM inputs)

o Represents company in a positive manner to co-workers

and outside contacts

Figure 13: Example Domain and Associated CIs
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The third and final NGT session was designed as an
overall evaluation session and Figure 14 shows the group
composition. The project team wanted NGT 3 to review the
results of NGT 1 and NGT 2 by reviewing the domains and CIs
for clarification, accuracy, and comprehensiveness. The
purpose of the session was to weight domains modeled after
the corporate objectives. The group ranked the domains in
order of importance for use in establishing domain

weightings for the prototype (Note: These weightings were
not used in the final prototype). The preliminary packet
distributed to the participants included information from
both NGT 1 and 2 on observable behaviors, domain

characteristics and a copy of the domains and associated
CIs. Figure 14 shows the variety of experience and

responsibility levels involved in NGT 3.

This session was conducted differently from the previous two

in that there was no silent generation or round—robin
recording of ideas.

o Introduction/Background

- Objective of the session

o Serial Discussion/Clarification of Domains
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Division RS Level MgF Yrs at XYZ Time at Current Level

TE VPTE M 13 2 years

ATD 5 M 5 2 years

SWD DM M 8 3 years

ITD 4 M 3 3 years

SDKED AL M 3 4 months

MPD 2 M 4 2 years

AD 2 M 3 3 years

Figure 14: NGT 3 Participants
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-—Break--

o Serial Discussion/Clarification of CIS
-—Break--

o Ranking of Domains

o Rating/Ranking of CIS under each

Domain

o Conclusion

During the discussions, comments on CIS and domains were
recorded for later incorporation into the prototype. The

major results from the third session were additional CIS,
rewording of CIS, and one additional domain. The

participants also suggested consulting S. Warner and E.

Simmons concerning the Corporate Policy and the Security

domains, respectively. After the project team incorporated
these changes, there were eight domains and 92 CIS.

Following the NGT sessions, the project staff

concentrated its efforts on finalizing the prototype form.

Considering the variety of opinions expressed by

participants on the merits of using weightings and rankings,

the project team decided to develop two forms. One form

would be a quantitative prototype form with CI ratings and

domain and CI weightings. A second form would be

qualitative with no weightings or ratings; this form would
contain only the CIS and narrative space for

I
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examples. These two forms were developed to serve as two
extremes: one incorporating complete use of weightings and
ratings and one completely without weightings and ratings.
In this manner the project team hoped to gather data on the
utility of CIs apart from the influence of weightings and
ratings.

Second Interim Briefing

The second interim briefing to the president resulted in
one specific change to the prototype. The project team
believed that the domain weightings should reflect
management's corporate view of the importance of each domain

and therefore expected that the president would determine
the appropriate domain weightings. He suggested equal
weighting for all domains because all categories are

important aspects of RS performance. The president
indicated the expectations for RS performance of CIs under
each domain would vary according to RS level. It was
mentioned that job descriptions might provide guidance for
CI and domain weighting; however, the existing job
descriptions were out of date and not sufficiently

comprehensive. Corporate Policy and Security domains were
recommended to be separated from the other domains because

they required binary responses. Furthermore, expectation of
performance for these two domains required the same level of
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performance on all CIs at each RS level (See Appendix 1 for
final forms).

Prototype Procedures

Following the approval of the prototype forms by Mr.
Englund, the detailed associated procedures for each of the
forms were developed. The following is a summary of these
procedures.

For the quantitative form, an initial meeting would be
scheduled for the employee and manager to establish
weightings and expected ratings for the performance period.
In preparation for this initial meeting, the manager
establishes weightings and expected ratings, then gives a
copy of these criteria to the employee. The purpose of the
manager initially giving the employee his or her expected
criteria for the upcoming appraisal period is to guide the
employee in a direction consistent with the manager's idea
of the employee's role in the division and group. The
employee then reviews and comments on the recommended
weightings and ratings. Together in the initial meeting the
manager and employee clarify the reasoning behind
particular weightings and ratings and set goals for the
upcoming performance period. Midway through the performance
appraisal period, the manager and employee meet informally
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to exchange feedback on the employee's progress. This

meeting should last only 5 — 10 minutes and should include
the employee's self—assessment as well as the manager's

perception of progress and problems. In preparation for the
performance appraisal interview, the manager gives the
employee a copy of the original evaluation form. The

employee fills in ratings and examples for the CIs evaluated

and then returns the form to the manager. The manager

reviews, comments and, if necessary, changes the ratings

and/or adds examples. The manager and employee then meet

together to discuss discrepancies between the ratings and to

establish an overall rating. A final form is then drafted
and serves as the formal appraisal. Before leaving the

meeting, the weightings, expected ratings, and goals are

established for the next performance period.

The qualitative form procedure is similiar to the
quantitative form except there are no ratings or weightings
to develop, only goals. The employee and manager meet to
discuss goals for the performance period based on the
domains and critical incidents. An interim meeting is also
encouraged to provide feedback on progress toward the goals

established. Before the performance appraisal interview,
the employee records examples for relevant critical

incidents and gives a copy to the manager. The manager
records additional examples, if necessary, and writes a
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narrative assessment of overall performance.

Together the manager and employee discuss any discrepancies,
sign a final form, and discuss goals for the next review
period.

Both managers and employees are encouraged to keep a
diary of behaviors to aid in recall of examples at the end
of the performance period. Additional detail addressing the
procedures for the two forms is included in the training

manual,
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IV. EXPERIMENT

Overview

The purpose of the experiment was to subject the

prototype to the XYZ environment in order to assess its

utility. A set of system procedures was developed and a

training session was held so that the experiment

participants would be using a common approach. In this

manner it was hoped that the experiment might encapsulate

the implementation of an actual performance appraisal review

period.

Two months were set aside for the experiment to allow

time for the observation of behaviors. The length of the

experiment was dictated by XYZ budget and time constraints.

Furthermore, the project team wished to complete the work

for course credit and consequently was further restricted by

university schedules. It was hoped that the length of time

would be sufficient to adequately evaluate the process.

Three managers were furnished with two sets of prototype

appraisal forms and procedures (one for the quantitative

version and the other for the qualitative version). Each

manager selected two employees and used a different form for

both evaluations.

71
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The experiment comprised three phases: planning,

training and implementing. Since planning for the

experiment preceeded the other phases, it will be discussed

first.

Planning

Planning covered both preliminary design and detailed

design of the prototype instruments. These occurred during

the same time that other project tasks were being conducted.

The preliminary design phase coincided with Task One,

Research/Planning, in order to allow sufficient time for the
project team to develop all aspects of the experiment.

Another reason for early preliminary design work was to
obtain feedback from the president on acceptable experiment

approaches. One output of this phase was that the team

identified the need for a training session for all
experiment participants to help insure that the participants

understood the system procedures. Another output of this

phase was the development of the Measures of Merit (MOM)
evaluation categories to assist in the logical structuring
of the evaluations. These will be discussed in more detail

later.
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The second phase of planning, detailed design, was
conducted in parallel with Task Four, Prototype

Development. This phase was timed to coincide with the
second interim briefing to the president. It was during
this phase that the details for the experiment were

developed. The outputs of this phase included: detailed
procedures and the timeline for the experiment, an
evaluation form based on the MOM categories, and the
selection of experiment participants.

Because selection of the participants was an important

part of this planning phase, the project team decided that
there should be a minimum of three managers to protect

against the possibility that one manager might be unable to
complete the experiment due to unforeseen circumstances

(i.e., increased workload, employee changes, etc.). In the
event of such an occurrence, there could still be at least
two different points of view. (In fact, one of the managers
was forced to withdraw because of an illness in the family.

However, this occurred at the beginning of the experiment

and the project team was able to find a suitable

replacement.) The project team decided that the managers

selected should be from different groups within XYZ in order
to involve a variety of working conditions and clients.
Therefore, managers were chosen from Space Systems,
Strategic Systems, and General Purpose Systems. Each
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manager then chose two employees for the experiment, with
one employee rated on the quantitative and one employee on
the qualitative version of the prototype. Therefore, for
each type of appraisal form, six sets of evaluation data
would be received: three from the managers and three from
the Research Staff. The managers were requested to pick two
different categories of employees (i.e., new versus
experienced, male versus female, etc.) so that the data
would be more diverse. Data on the experiment participants
are listed in Figure 15.

Training

As mentioned previously, the second part of the
experiment was to develop a training session and manual for
the experiment participants. The project team felt it was
essential that the procedures the participants used be
consistent and that they have a reference to review at any
time during the experiment. It was also hoped that this
training would help ensure that the experiment simulated an
actual performance appraisal review.

Prior to the training, participants were provided with
information on the project background and on traits versus

observable behaviors. Also, participants completed a
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STATUS TIME AT STATUS TIME AT MALE/ TYPE OFDIVISION LEVEL LEVEL (YRS) XYZ (YRS) FEMALE FORM
STD Division .5 3.5 M Quan/Manager Qual
TD Division 3.5 1 0 M Quan/Manager Qual
MPD Division 1.5 2.5 M Quan/Manager Qual
STD RS 3 1 .8 3.5 M Quan

STD RS 1 1 1 M Qual

TD Area 2.3 9 M QuanLeader

TD RS 1 8 .67 M Qual

MPD RS 2 2.5 3 M Qual

MPD RS 1 .5 .5 F Quan

Figure 15: Experiment Participants
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preliminary questionnaire to collect data on any initial
biases relating to performance appraisal.

Training lasted approximately 3 hours and included two
sessions, with each session covering three topics. The
first session was attended by managers and employees. The
first topic, project overview, introduced the participants
to the project status, provided an overview of the prototype
system, and included a schedule for the experiment process.
The second topic, observable behaviors versus traits, was
used to discuss the information given prior to the
training. It was important for the participants to
understand the difference between these two ideas because
the system is based on observable behaviors. The third
topic was a discussion of the two prototype appraisal forms,
including the process for completing the forms and examples

l
for each of the form sections. This concluded the first
session. After a short break, the managers remained for the
second session to review evaluation techniques. The first
discussion topic was rater bias factors and included
information on types of rating errors commonly seen in
performance evaluations. The second topic covered was
interviewing techniques. During this topic, discussion
centered on types of evaluator interviewing styles and
included a re—cap of the prototype interviewing process.
The final topic was a case study. The managers were asked
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to read the case study and then to discuss the effective and
ineffective behaviors which were identified. This completed
the training.

Implementation

The third part of the experiment was the actual

implementation by the participants.

At the beginning of the 2—month period, it was necessary
for each manager and his employees to set performance

expectations for the experiment period according to the type
of form used (expected ratings, weightings and goals for the
quantitative form, and goals only for the qualitative

form). During the ensuing 2 months, managers were to
observe the employees' behaviors. Managers and employees
were both requested to keep weekly diaries of their
observations to allow the manager and Research Staff to more
accurately recall examples of the employees' performance at
the end of the 2 month period. A sample diary form was
included in the Training Manual. Midway through the
experiment, the project team met with the managers to

discuss any problems encountered. At the conclusion of the
2 months, it was necessary for the manager and employees to

go through the appraisal process record the employees'
performance.
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To preserve the confidentiality of information exchanged
between the experiment participants, the completed appraisal
forms were never seen by the project team. The data
collected on the utility of the system were gathered by
requiring all participants to complete a post-experiment
evaluation form. These evaluations served as the basis for
the conclusions and recommendations on this prototype.

As an additional source of evaluation data, the project
team requested ten employees (chosen from the earlier NGT
sessions because of their familiarity with the project) to
evaluate the two prototype forms. Five evaluators were used
for each of the two forms (unfortunately, one evaluator was
not able to complete the evaluation). As in the selection
of the experiment participants, the project team attempted
to obtain comments from a wide range of XYZ employees
(Figure 16 lists data on these nine evaluators).

Evaluation Form

The prototype evaluation forms were divided into ten
categories, or Measures of Merit (MOM). The MOM were
developed in order to structure the evaluation data. Each
MOM attempted to address a different issue concerning the
prototype process. Questions were then developed within
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STATUS TIME AT STATUS TIME AT MALE/ TYPE OF
DIVISION LEVEL LEVEL (YRS) XYZ (YRS) FEMALE FORM

STD “ RS 3 1.3 3.5 F Quan

SDKED Area .5 3.75 M Quan
Leader

IND RS 4 3 3 F Qual

ATD RS 5 2 .3 5 M Quan

RPD Vice 4 .3 9 M Qual
Pres

AD Division 3 12 M Quan
Manager

MSD Area 2 .5 8 M Quan
Leader

AD RS 2 2 3.5 M Qual

MPD RS 2 2 4 M Qual

Figure 16: Form Evaluators
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each MOM to address issues which the project team had
identified. These MOM are:

—Sufficient and appropriate observed behaviors and broad
performance categories for accurate performance

measurement

-Time requirements (absolute and relative)
—Weighting and rating utility
-Goal setting difficulty
-Career path development assistance
-Training adequacy
—Difficulties in recording observed behaviors
-Assessment of interactive process/feedback utility
-Objective appraisal benefits

-Appraisal procedure utility

Three versions of the evaluation forms, based on these
MOM, were developed: Preliminary Questions, Experiment
Participant Evaluations and Form Evaluations. Each of these
forms included as many questions as were pertinent to the
identified issues. However, many of the MOM categories were
only applicable to the experiment participants.



V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Following are summaries of the evaluations from both the
experiment participants and the form evaluators. The
summaries are categorized according to each of the Measures
of Merit. The experiment participants provided comments on
each of the MOM while the form evaluators only provided

comments on these four areas: sufficient and appropriate

observed behaviors and broad performance categories for

accurate performance measurement, weighting and rating

utility, career path development assistance, and appraisal

procedure utility. In addition, there is a section
comparing the prototype system to XYZ's current PSR system

which was reviewed by all of the evaluators.

A final presentation was presented to the president on
the results of the project in February 1989.

81
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Sufficient and Appropriate Observed Behaviors and Broad

Performance Categories for Accurate Performance Measurement

Most evaluators (both experiment participants and form

evaluators) felt that the Critical Incidents (CIs) and

domains were distinct and clearly written. Although some

reviewers noted overlap in the domain categories and
redundancy of the CIs, most evaluators felt this was

unavoidable. Some suggestions were given for rewording and

combining of the various CIs and domains to alleviate

redundancy and make them more clear. These suggestions are

not listed here or in the appendix since the CIs and domains

were developed primarily by the NGT groups and the project

team felt that any rewording/combining should be done by

future NGT groups and not be unduly influenced by a single

evaluator's comments.

Evaluators also felt that most of the CIs were
observable. There were several evaluators who identified

CIs as not being observable. However, there was little

consistency among the identified CIs and, therefore, none of

these are listed. One evaluator mentioned that some of

these behaviors may be difficult, or almost impossible, to

observe for some employees depending on the circumstances

(e.g., excessive employee traveling, employee spending

majority of time at Pentagon, etc.).
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Evaluators thought that most aspects of Research Staff

performance were covered by the domains and that the CIs

presented a detailed description of Research Staff duties.

Few evaluators suggested additional CIs. Rather, most

thought that the number of CIs was already too large and

cumbersome. However, most of the evaluators thought that

the list of CIs and domains would serve as a good checklist

for both Research Staff and Managers in monitoring

performance.

It appears that the Nominal Group Technique (NGT) worked

well in generating comprehensive CIs and domains. Although

some redundancy was noted in the domains and some CIs were

not clearly written, these deficiencies could be corrected

through further NGT iterations involving more of the XYZ

staff members.

I
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Time Requirements

Both managers and employees estimated the time spent on

the prototype system during the experiment. Weightings and

expected ratings on the quantitative form were entered by

the manager and employee in preparation for the start-up

meeting (see Original Weighting in Figures 17 and 18). In
the preliminary questionnaire, managers estimated the time
spent in the evaluation process using the current PSR

system. The main elements of the current PSR system are:

the generation of the salary review narrative, the meeting

for semi-annual performance review, and the performance and

salary appraisal interview (see Figure 17).

Although an interim meeting was encouraged by the

project team, only one manager committed any time to such a

meeting (see Interim Meeting in Figures 17 and 18). Before
the final evaluation meeting, the employee filled in

examples of observable behaviors as indicated on the form.

For the quantitative form, the employee also performed a

self-rating on the CIs. The form (quantitative or

qualitative) was given to the manager prior to the

performance appraisal meeting to review and add more

examples. For the quantitative form, differences in ratings
were also noted (See Performance Period Rating in
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M1 M2 M;

Current PSR System
Salary Review

Narrative: 2 hrs 3 hrs 3-5 hrs
Semi-Annual

Review: 1 hr 1 hr 2 hrs
Performance Appraisal

Interview: 30 min .5-1 hr 45 min
Prototype

Time Spent on Forms
Original Weighting: 1.5 hrs 1 hr + 1 hr

Performance Period
Rating: 1.5 hrs 1 hr + .5 hr/wk

Due to Unfamiliarity
with Form: 33% 10% 33%

Time Spent in Meetings
Start-up Meeting: 3 hrs 5 hrs 1 hr

Interim Meeting: --- 1 hr ---
Final Evaluation: 2 hrs 1.5 hrs 1 hr
Due to Unfamiliarity

with System: 33% 65% 25%

Figure 17: Managers' Time Requirements
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Prototype E1 E2 E;
Quantitative

Time Spent on Forms

Qriginal Weighting: 1.5 ~1.5
Performance Period

Rating: 3.5 ~1

Due to Unfamiliarity
with Form: 20% 25%

Time Spent in Meetings

Start-up Meeting: 1.5 1.5-2 .75

Interim Meeting: --- --— ··-
Final Evaluation: 1 hrs .75 .5

Due to Unfamiliarity
with System: 20% ~0

* Total time during appraisal period for recording CIs and
filling out form

Figure 18: Employees' Time Requirements
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Figures 17 and 18). Final evaluation for the experiment
occurred at the end of 2 months and included discussions
between the manager and employee on any discrepancies noted
in the performance appraisal (see Final Evaluation in
Figures 17 and 18). Also included in Figures 17 and 18 are
time commitments of the prototype that were due to
unfamiliarity with the system.

The managers estimated that the prototype system
required a greater time commitment than the current PSR
system. Both managers and employees felt that this time
would decrease as they became more familiar with the form
and the process itself. Overall, there was no significant
difference in time requirements for the quantitative and
qualitative processes. The managers' estimates seemed

fairly consistent and therefore increase the project team's
confidence in the related data.

Most participants thought that, although the performance
appraisal period for the experiment was short, it was of
sufficient length for system evaluation purposes. The
managers tended to be concerned with evaluation of the

prototype as a whole whereas the employees tended to
emphasize the impact of the short evaluation period on

observing all of the desired critical incidents and its
resulting effect on their individual appraisals.
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In summary, the prototype system requires a larger

investment of time (using either the quantitative or

qualitative form) than the current PSR system by

approximately 50 to 100%. The 2 month experiment appraisal

period was long enough for the managers and employees to

evaluate the system, however; the appraisal period was not

sufficient to adequately observe behaviors necessary to rate

performance.

44
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Rating and Weighting Utility

The majority view of the participants of using
weightings, prior to the experiment, was that such

techniques allowed evaluators more flexibility in
emphasizing certain tasks and behaviors required or expected

of the workers. However, certain respondees expressed

concern that weightings might invite manipulation and bias,
were difficult to assign, tended to be judgmental, and might
hinder performance by emphasizing certain desired behaviors
over other behaviors. On the use of ratings the

participants had a wide range of opinions from views that:
ratings were not comprehensive or flexible enough, hard to
design and easily misused, and a necessary evil——to the
belief that ratings added structure to the review process,

represented the most objective approach possible, and were a

good system but should not be the whole system.

When asked how weightings and/or ratings might affect

one's performance, most respondees indicated that such

appraisal methods probably would induce Research Staff to
work harder on weaker aspects of performance but that the

Research Staff might become too rating conscious and only

focus on tasks which they perceived as supportive of

raises. One respondent remarked that weightings and ratings
must emphasize important aspects of performance or the
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process could lead to sidetracking. Another participant
cautioned that, in organizations where weightings and
ratings have been employed previously (i.e., DOD), managers
were 'gaming' the system by assigning high ratings across
the board.

Following the experiment, participants were again
surveyed to compare their responses with the preliminary
questionnaire. (The form evaluators were also asked to
comment on the ratings and weightings.) Again, most
evaluators were negative on the aspect of using weightings
and ratings. Most managers felt that such a system would be
negative or misleading as the appraisal process may lead to
dwelling on small points and not allow the 'big picture' of
performance to emerge. They also felt that it was difficult
to rate an employee without extensive documentation. Some
of the Research Staff also felt the weightings and ratings
could be misleading, because often the only CIs that were
weighted were the ones requiring improvement. CIs that they
regularly performed well were not weighted. Therefore, the
system tended to de—emphasize the positive aspects of
performance. They also felt that the system may lead to
disagreement between what is important to the client and
what is important to the manager and the employee. Most
evaluators also felt that, with such a system, weightings
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should be standardized as a function of Research Staff level
to allow for more consistent performance appraisals.

Although most evaluators were negative on the utility of
weightings and ratings, there were several positive
comments. Several evaluators felt that such a system might
be good for orienting new employees and for counseling

purposes as it gave the employee an idea of what aspects of

performance to emphasize. The system might also provide

more feedback to the Research Staff on identifying areas of

improvement and goals.

In summary, there is little strong support for the use
of weightings and ratings in performance appraisal,
particularly given the documentation necessary. There was

also seen the possibility that the system might be lacking

validity (i.e., measuring what is supposed to be measured)

as Research Staff were often not rated on areas in which

they perform well. The only support for the system was that

it might be useful for new employees and for employee

counseling, as it provided guidance on areas to emphasize.
However, if this system was implemented, then companywide
weightings should be developed to reflect standard behaviors
expected of each Research Staff level.
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Goal Setting Difficulty

Of the three managers who participated in the

experiment, one felt that it was difficult to set goals due

to the short duration of the evaluation period. Although

one manager was able to set goals, the participants could

not meet them in the short time period. The other manager

found that, by choosing a limited number of CIs, it was not

difficult to set goals. The number of identified goals per

person ranged from zero to 44.

Number of Goals Set for the Appraisal Period

Quantitative Qualitative

M1 44 33

M2 0* 9

M3 1-2/domain (8-16 total) 1-2/domain (8-16 total)

* The ratings and weightings took longer than expected and

therefore did not have time to set goals.

As indicated by the variation in the number of goals set by

each manager, there was probably not enough guidance given

to the experiment participants. All agreed it was easy to

relate goals to CIs.
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In summary, the goal setting was facilitated by the

direct relation to the CIs; however, the 2 month appraisal

period made it difficult to set goals that could be met in
the limited time. Further managerial guidelines are needed
on the number of goals appropriate for the system.
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Career Path Development Assistance

Most of the experiment participants felt that setting
future goals was an extremely useful exercise and that the
CIs could help define some of the career goals (both
technical- and management—related). The Research Staff
experiment participants also thought that the goal-setting
process was helpful in understanding his or her role in the
division and that the CIs could help determine the skills
necessary to advance in the XYZ environment. Another
comment was that setting goals using CIs might help
employees understand their strengths and weaknesses and thus
attempt to correct them. An interesting comment by one of
the Managers in the experiment was that using the CIs to set
future goals and define career goals was the most useful
aspect of this prototype.

A differing opinion on the utility of CIs for setting
future and career goals was raised by the form evaluators,
who commented that the CIs defined work habits, and that
work habits are different than career goals. They also felt
that career goals were more subjective and could not be

developed from CIs.

This difference in opinion could possibly be explained
by the fact that the form evaluators did not experience the
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process of setting and attempting to meet goals. The form
evaluators only examined the goal-setting from a top—level
overview. Since the experiment participants who actually
experienced using the CIs to set goals thought this was a
very useful part of the system, the project team concludes
that CIs can be used to help define career goals.
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Training Adeguacy

To develop the training component of the experiment, the
project team: reviewed literature on the most critical
points to cover with potential users of a new appraisal
format; generated a modular learning map and then identified
instructional goals; researched and drafted the various
modules, (background on the project, completion of the
prototype forms, goal-setting, diary-keeping, interviewing
techniques, and rater bias factors); developed a preliminary
questionnaire to assess participants' attitudes toward
performance appraisal; prepared workshop materials and
handouts; determined what and how much information should be
given to the participants prior to the training; prepared a
case study to 'test' manager—trainees on their understanding
of the training objectives; created an agenda with estimated
instruction times for each learning module; and designed a
script for delivery of the three hour training. Evaluation
of the training's effectiveness was included in the
experiment evaluation.

The expeiment group generally felt that training had

been adequate but recommended more extensive training if the
prototype is implemented in XYZ. The rater bias session for
managers was well—received, and some suggested that this
material and information on identifying observable behaviors
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versus traits be presented at a managers' workshop. Several
participants thought the training should utilize more
interactive methods of instruction, rather than stand—up

briefings.

In general, the training was viewed as useful in setting
the ground rules and expectations as well as giving good
background data on the project itself.

___________________________.....................-----------¤
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Difficulties in Recording Observed Behaviors

Evaluation data collected on the recording of observed
behaviors revealed that two of the three managers had kept
diaries on the employees during the review period. The
managers found diary-keeping to be very time-consuming, but
essential in aiding recall of specific incidents to support
ratings given. Therefore, the project team felt resonably
certain that the assigned ratings and weightings reflected
only the two month evaluation period.

Managers pointed out that keeping diaries on all
employees within their area of responsiblilty would be
impossible. It also would be difficult to fairly observe
all employees due to the nature of XYZ's work and the
different work settings involved.

Overall, the managers noted an improvement in their
appraisal procedures as a result of the experiment, an
increased awareness of the differences between observable
behavior and trait-based evaluations, and agreement that
emphasizing observable behaviors could reduce somewhat the

subjective focus of performance appraisal.
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In summary, the use of diary—keeping was judged by
managers to be an impossible, but essential, task in the
prototype experiment.
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Assessment of Interactive ProcessgFeedback Utility

The Managers and Research Staff had little difficulty in
following the prototype process and reaching agreement on
ratings and weightings. However, when it came time to
determine the number ratings, they often had difficulty
distinguishing between the ratings (i.e., how to distinguish
75-84% from 85-94%). The Managers felt comfortable with the
concept of rating Research Staff, since they are currently
required to perform this function. The Research Staff, on
the other hand, were not as comfortable with the self-rating
procedure.

All of the experiment participants liked the idea of
using observable behaviors for performance appraisal. The
Research Staff noted that they felt this removed some of the
Manager's subjectivity. One manager even commented that he
had improved his performance appraisal procedures as a
result of tracking observable behaviors in this experiment.
However, experiment participants also mentioned that it is
difficult to record the observable behaviors and therefore
make a truly objective assessment of performance.

There was a difference of opinion between the Managers
and Research Staff on which system--the current PSR of the
prototype system-—provided for greater feedback and
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interaction. The Managers felt that the current PSR system
was better for delivering feedback; however, the Research
Staff thought that the prototype system allowed for greater
feedback since the system was structured in such a way to
require feedback. The Research Staff also enjoyed the
ability to actively participate in their evaluations under
the prototype system. Several felt that the current PSR
does not promote much information exchange and that they
know little about the actual PSR process. Although the
Managers and Research Staff disagreed on which system
provided greater feedback, they both felt that the prototype
system, as used in the experiment, was not more accurate
than the PSR process.

It should be noted that some of the positive attitudes
expressed by the Research Staff might well be attributable
to the Hawthorne Effect-—or the increased attention given
their performance by the manager. Studies over the past 20
years have substantiated this phenomenon——that sometimes a
worker will improve or will perceive quality of work more
positively simply because of the attention paid to the
worker. Whatever the cause, it seems likely that the
prototype form provided the structure for encouraging
discussion and feedback during the experiment.
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There are several conclusions that can be drawn from
these results. First, the proposed process of using an

interactive means of reaching agreement on the weightings
and ratings was fairly well received and shown to be

workable by most of the Managers and Research Staff.
Second, the experiment participants agreed that using

observable behaviors for performance appraisal was a useful
tool. Third, the Managers and Research Staff differ on the

amount of feedback and interaction provided by the prototype
(as compared to the current PSR process). Again this point
might be explained by the Hawthorne Effect. It might also

be that the Managers' perceptions on the amount of feedback

given in the current PSR process does not correlate with the
actual or expected feedback received by the Research Staff.

_____AA________________...._.........................---------J
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Objective Appraisal Benefits

The managers and some of the Research Staff did not feel
the prototype system was more objective than the current PSR
system. One employee mentioned that, if the managers and
research staff were willing and able to put in the time, the
prototype could be more objective; however, in practice it
would not happen. Another member of the Research Staff
stated that the prototype is probably more objective, but it
is also important to consider the subjective aspects of
appraisal.

All of the managers considered objectivity important.
Most employees wanted some mix of objectivity and
subjectivity in a system to account for human attributes.
They also noted that the rater's objectivity is more
important than the objectivity of the system.

In summary, the managers felt an objective system was
important while the employees wanted an objective rater and
a system that accounted for human attributes. Neither
employees or managers felt the prototype was more objective

than the current system. Given enough investment of time,
the prototype could be more objective but the associated

time commitment would be unrealistic.
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Appraisal Procedures

All of the managers preferred the qualitative form to
the quantitative form. According to the participants, the
quantitative form seemed to overemphasize minor issues and
also took more time without increasing the value of the
output. Some felt that the quantitative form would
encourage modifying of the ratings and weightings to get the
highest possible return out of the system. The group had
differing opinions on the accuracy of performance appraisal
using the prototype. Several comments indicated that it is
difficult in the XYZ environment to observe performance
often enough to rate fairly. One employee felt the
prototype system emphasized performance weaknesses, not
strengths, while the current system does the opposite. A
manager felt it was an average measurement tool but pointed
out that measurement of human performance and potential is
very difficult. Most of the group did not feel the
prototype would be useful in the XYZ environment as a
measurement tool by itself; however, most considered it
useful for increasing awareness of desired performance
criteria or to facilitate discussion in combination with the
current PSR system.

Half of the group found it helpful to complete the
evaluation forms individually before meeting for the
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performance interview because the final meeting moved
quickly and facilitated an honest comparison of
assessments. The remaining half of the group did not think
individual completion of the form helped much and that a
joint session with discussion would be useful.

The project team suggested an interim meeting.
Although none of the managers referred to an interim
meeting, many did check on their employees' "status" which
provided the opportunity for feedback both for employees and
for managers.

Most participants felt the prototype provided a thorough
evaluation. They also mentioned that it provided structure
to cover items that might otherwise be overlooked. On the
other hand, one employee felt the prototype was overly
focused on goals and that other aspects of performance might
possibly go unnoticed by focusing only on criteria that
would result in a high rating.

Most comments regarding aspects of the prototype the
participants did not like concerned the length and resulting
time required. Suggestions for improvements were directly
related. They suggested reducing the number of CIs and
using it as a personnel development tool. (The project team
also felt the forms were lengthy; however, it was necessary
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to gather a comprehensive list of performance criteria to
account for the variety of job responsibilities across all
RS levels.)

Overall, the participants found that the prototype, used
as a measurement tool, was too long and emphasized

weaknesses rather than strengths but would be very useful as
an employee development tool. The participants felt the
prototype provided a thorough evaluation and a structure for
valuable discussion.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

After reviewing the data from the form reviewers and
from the experiment participants, the project team can
report the following conclusions about the utility of the
prototype to XYZ's environment:

-1 The critical incidents and domains generated by the
data collection groups were comprehensive in scope,
and Nominal Group Technique was an effective method
for generating the data.

-2 The prototype required significantly more time than
the current PSR system to complete. The project
team identified three factors which might explain
the time differences: (a) the prototype required
more interaction between the manager and the
employee; (b) there were too many critical
incidents for appraising employee performance; and
(c) there was a steep learning curve before the
participants felt comfortable with the new process.

-3 Ratings and weightings were not well-liked because
the participants believed that the prototype
design highlighted negative rather than positive
aspects of employee performance; encouraged

107
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“gaming" or trying to beat the system; and focused
excessive attention on less important performance
criteria.

-4 The critical incidents were perceived by
participants as useful for setting short-term and
career path development goals.

-5 Participants agreed that training on the prototype
was essential; however, they felt that more
interactive delivery methods might improve their
understanding of the prototype process.

-6 Participants believed that, in order to maintain
the accuracy and objectivity of the prototype,
diary- keeping was essential but would be an
impossible task in XYZ's environment.

-7 The emphasis on assessing observable behaviors was
viewed as necessary and was well-liked by the
participants.

-8 Participants found that the prototype design
encouraged more interaction between manager and
employee and resulted in better feedback on

performance than the current PSR.
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Participant Recommendations

The participants were receptive to a more objective
appraisal process, whether it be raising the managers'
awareness of objective behavioral assessment or by means of
a more objective instrument, such as the prototype. While
everyone was interested in achieving more objectivity, no
one was willing to give up the subjective aspects of
appraisal. The prototype system was judged, overall, to be
too complicated and cumbersome for performance appraisal in
XYZR's environment, but some alternative applications of the
prototype were identified by those evaluating its utility.
The following recommendations were identified by the
participants during the post-experiment evaluation phase:

-1 The most useful outcome of the experiment was the
generation of critical incidents to describe
Research Staff performance. Participants suggested
that the critical incidents be condensed into a
checklist for use by XYZ's Managers in orientation
sessions with new—hires and as guidelines for
writing the narrative PSRs. In addition, it was
felt that the comprehensive list of critical
incidents could assist Personnel in developing

Research Staff job descriptions.
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-2 The participants viewed the prototype as helpful in
structuring goals and suggested that a structured
method of goal-setting be developed for use with
the current PSR system.

-3 As a result of their participation in the
pre-experiment training, the participants suggested
that it might be useful for XYZ's managers to
receive similar training in rater bias factors and
in objective appraisal, feedback, and employee
counseling techniques.

-4 Following exposure to the prototype system's
processes and procedures, the participants became
more aware of how performance appraisal systems
generally work. This increased awareness led the
participants to suggest that it might be useful for
everyone to have more information about XYZ's
current PSR system, such as performance and
promotion criteria, differentiation among the
various RS-levels, and general appraisal
procedures.

In general, the experiment did not support the utility
of the prototype for direct performance appraisal but noted
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its utility to the process of appraising performance in
XYZ's environment.

Recommendations for Future Work

The project team offers the following recommendations
for future work in the measurement of Research Staff
productivity:

-1 Investigate the utility of standardizing relevance
weightings for critical incidents by level of
Research Staff companywide. For example, an RS-l
might be expected to place greater emphasis on more
elementary critical incidents, whereas an RS-3
might be expected to focus on higher-order critical
incidents in addition to maintaining the elementary
ones. This branching of the critical incidents
could assist with individual career goal
development and provide management with valuable
succession planning data.

-2 During the prototype design phase, the project team

became keenly aware of the highly interactive
nature of the job standards/job descriptions,

performance appraisal, and compensation—rewards
system components. Eventually, the project team
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realized that the scope of this project was too
narrowly focused to yield an optimum solution to
the measurement and potential improvement of
Research Staff productivity. The project team
therefore would recommend that any future studies
address how these three system components should be
structured and interrelated in order to achieve
XYZ's corporate mission and more directly impact
Research Staff productivity.
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PROTOTYPEPERFORMANCE APPRAISAL FORM
RESEARCH STAFFDATA (QUANTl’I'A'I'IVE)

NAME:______ ORGANIZATIONALUNI'I':_____
POSITION TITLE:
LEVEIJGRADE:;___ MONTHS/YEARS IN CURRENT LEVEIJGRADE:
REVIEWPERIOD;_l_TO____ DA'I'E OF LASTREVIEW:_i_

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL SESSION
1. Employee drafts CI RTGS: ACI', and MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS ~ 1 weekbefore interview and gives to manager. Manager reviews and changes CI RTGS,EXAMPLES and MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS as appropriate. Manager also completesSUMMARY OF OVERALL PERFORMANCE.2. On a separate form manager lists CI WTGs and CI RTGS: EXP for the employee's nextreview. Weighdngs within a domain should equal 1.0. ·3. In interview manager and employee discuss ACI' ratings and compare with EH values ücmprevious review. Afterwards, discuss CI WTGs and CI RTGS: EXP for the next review.4. Manager cornpletcs and forwards performance appraisal (including EXP radngs) forCorporate review and approval. Copies of the EXP ratings are retained by the manager andemployee for reference during the next review period.5. When approved, manager presents formal appraisal to employee.6. Ifdesired, employee iills out additional comments section.7. Employee signs and dates appraisal.

DEFINITION OF PERFORMANCE RATINGS
In Compledng this form mark a °0' if the employee has engaged in this behavior 0-64 percent of thedmc, a '1' if the employee has engaged in a behavior 65-74 percent of the dmc, a °2' if theemployee has engaged in a behavior 75-84 percent of the dmc, a ’3' for 85-94 percent of the time,a '4' for 95-100 percent of the dmc.
ACI' = Actual - current performance appraisal radngEXP = Expected - expected radng determined at previous reviewCI = Cridcal lncident
Reviewed, Required Appnovals Received: Evaluadon by:

Personnel Manager Mamgcr Q

My signature indicates that I have read and discussed this appraisal with
on . It does not indicate my agreement or disagrecment with the
contents of this appraisal.
EmployeeSignature:S

Ofm I!PERSONNEL RESTRICTEDwhen falled au
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PROTOTYPE
How often has the employee exhibited the following belmviors in the past 6 months? Check the number which most
nearly fits the employee's actual performance according to the scale listed on the front page and list supporting critical incidents.
Do not be unnecessarily influenced by Unusual Cases or Most Recent Events. Deterrnine new goals and weightings (if
necessary) for the next 6 months. No discrimination can bc made with respect to race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
age, marital status, personal appearancc, family responsibilities, political afliliations, physical handicap or veteran status.

ct CI ci
CORPORATE POLICY RTG X wm S Wm

(0 - 4) (0 -1,0) arc
Adheres to established core hours ^¤ I] Q I:]

atp .....
ormsappropriatcpersortrtelofwhei·eabot1tsdt¤ing wakday ^¤ I] Q I:}

acp __ __

Records time worked in accordancc with timekeeptng policy ^¤ I] Q III
mcp ._.

Does not spend work time in non-business activities ^¤ I] Q E]
map ....

Does not use corporate resources for personal business ^¤ E] Q I.-]
EXP ._.. ___

Complies with EEO laws and guideliues — ÜAcr·»«· —— Ü ——
Avoids C-O-l situatious and notifies manager accordingly ^¤* I] Q I:]

1-xp ..._ ___

ldentilies and discusses with manager potential/actual personal services issues ^<-T I] Q [II
acp __ ___

Obtains approval or use of PBL ^¤ I] Q I:]
EXP ..... , _

'Dtis form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTED

what Glled in _
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ct Cl ct
PRÜTÜTYPE um 11 wrc = wm. Sub al kk io (6 . 4) (6 -1.0) um

SMXOV (X OUISI Cmp )'l'|\¢l‘Il

DCP .1.
i E E

Refrains from wing ANSER‘s time, funds, facililties, and name rn lobbying and
|,* gl 'vi * L · 1 Ü EECP __.. _____

Adhcresto vcrnrnentdirectiveslcontractelattsesrelatmgtoexrtertainrrserxt

1-xp E E
Additional Include inf atiou specifiedabov U another ·Mréq. "‘“° °"“ " °“ '° ^¤E| [j E]

m ._.

Acr EXPDOMAIN(SUMor cr wm Rrc TOTALS) ....

mon DQQAAIN GOALS ·NEX'l'6MONTHS:

Cl Cl Cl
mmAT1vE arc 11 wm = ‘%’i'D

Solicits opposing points of view
(O ° 4) (0 ° Lo) RTG

Bf? ___

“" E E E
Seeks out new technologies for creating and tmprovrng products

DCP _, ____

““ E E E
Prepares papers for presentation to professional societics

BIP

^“ E 9 E
uggests ways to improve rntemal ANSER operations and systems ^¤ E] Ü E]

ECP ___ ____

This form ixr>r;RsoNNr—:r. ru~;srmcrr:r>
when Glled in
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PROTOTYPE SG X ($:6 _ fm
vom (X wm (0-4) (0- 1.0) 111*6

^¤ E] Q II]am .....
, - oppomrntttcs orapplicattono AN ERwork ^¤ I] Q I:]— —

Talks about new business opportunitics with managermd with outside clients ^¤ E] Q I:]
¤¤’ -- _..

ldcni addttional studucsandanalyscswhtc thcclicmnoods ^¤ E Q III
¤¤' -- ._.

Activcly paructpatcs m pro csstonal socieucs I:]am ....
Rccommcnds qualiliod applicants to ANSER ^CTEXP __ El __
Xhcdtrifn cntrc Xmcr cnß same ormauon as a vc sc mo er.lnclud¢ anr th

Exp ....

ACT ExpDOMAINTOTALS(SUMOF Cl WTD RTG TOTALS) ..t
MA1oRmmm60A1.sct

ct ct
INTERPERSONAL/'TEAMWORK/LEADERSHIP SKILLS 11*1*6 x wm = wm_ _ _ _ _ (0-4) (0-1.0) RTG

Estabhshcs rapport wtth client and mamtams regular contact
rzx».M1>1.Es;

^CTtaxi-.....

This form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTED

when fillod ut
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_ I PROTOTYPE I SG x SG = SD
_ _ _ (0 - 4) (0 - 1.0) R16

Providcs umely feedback on professional and project activities to manager, leaders of
gsm ialod - „ • u · • ACT E Ü Ü
EXAMPLES: mtr .....

Provides construcuve criticism during project reviews, brietings, etc.
axAMi>1.Es; ACP..

Dt? .....

Accepts additional work to aid othas
EXAMPLES: ACP E E E

ECP .._

Providcs notiücation of slipped deadlines M I] Ü EI]
Exp .„

· Facilitates smooth intcractions with other staff
—-H— M III [j II]

ECP -— ....

Treats support staff with respect when requesting work
‘

1axAMr>1.1ss: ^C7YECP
—- ..._.

Provides technical direction to others in the execution of tasking
¤><AMP¤.$s=

^‘-T Ü E I:]
Exp _...

Does not argue about trivial matters
zxamruas; ^C7P

[I]arr..... ,
P"-—””—_ h H

Ex.¤.M1>x.as; ^C'V Ü E E
ECP .1 ......

Submits work to support staff well in advance ofdeadlines _ M [I I] [II
ECP ..—- ...—

lncorporates guidancc into project activities
axAM1>uss; ^CT E] Ü E

ECP .7 .....

This form isPERSONNEL RESTRICTED
what filled in
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Cl CI cx
E RTG x WTG = W'I‘D

_ _ _ _
mddcd

(0-4) (0-1.0) RTG•
- onsuatcsconstdaatron orothasut trttuacuom tstorts ^¤ E] Q I:}

EXPi

Maintamspropctftlcssuchtltattltcycanbcusodbyotitas ^<¤ E] Q E]
H? ——-— .....

Providcs clear diroction what tasking othas ^¤ El Q E:]
BT —— .....

Asks questions to clanfy task ·~¤ I] Q III
EXP -— .—..

udcs•m¢· cmtauonu 'acdabovc. scutothaBG
-- ......

ACT EXPDOMAINTOTALS(SUM
OF Cl W’TD RTG TOTALS) .....

l MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS ~ NEXT6 MONTHS:

PROFESSIONAL STANDAROS SG Cl ¤
Follows through with all ßpccts of thc task

(0 · 4) (O • Lo) RTGAw El Q I:}
I-XP _.

_ Punctual tn both work and mocung atxatdanoc
axAMPu2s; ACV Ü Ü Ü

EO .....

Complctcs routinc tasks in a timcly and accuratc fashion (c.g. wccklics, MCM inputs)
sxAMr>1.2s; ^<7T [I] L:]

DCP _..

This form isPERSONNEL RESTRICTED
what Gllod in
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Cl CI ClPROTOTYPE um X wm = Wm
R Representscompan a 'ti man toco-work and tsideeontac

(0-4) (0.1.0) RTG
ylh ßßl ve DU GS (ll IS ^¤ EI Q [Il

ECP .l

Worksovatitricwliaxtieaied ^¤ E] Q L']
ECP .._.

Returns mesmges promptly ^¤ E] Q E]
¤¤· ... ....

Accepts responsibility orgxodnctsACI'—— Ü ——
ACT·==·· —— E ——

E.mployee's personal groommg, 8l11X¢,8!ld overall appcaxancc are appropriate or thepb

X ^¤ El Q I:]
Gives credittootherswho contributetosucccss ofproject and/ortask ÜACT—— E ——
Exhibits honesty in all dealings ^¤ Ü i I:]—— E ——
Follows chain ofcommand ^¤ I] E'.]

Additional critical incidents. Include same information as specified above. Use anothe:
sbeei ii „„„„„,. AcrEXP

...... , ,

ACI' EXPDOMAIN TOTALS E(sum or ci ww im; ·rom,s> ....

This form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTED

vhs: falled m
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2 4

PROTOTYPE
MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS — NEXT6 MONIHS:

QUALITY OF WORK/PRODUCTIVITY CT Cl Ü
RTG x WTG ¤ WTD

Pwd mc (0 - 4) (0 — 1.0) RTG
uces a tangt output ^¤‘ EI I:] E]

BT? —— —..
Meets budget requirements for a propct I^<¤‘ EI E III

Exp ._..
Prioritizes work oortsistent with client needs
EXAMPLES: ACT E E E

I-:¤> .l
Pressure does not adversely affectjob performance
EXAMPLES: ACT

Seeks appropriate resources to solve the problem
A

EXAMPLES: ^CrIIItax?
..._

Uses existing analysis tools to complete the task
EXAMPLES: ACT Ü E Ü

HPi i
Solicits help from ANSER experts
EXAMPLES: ACTExp

._

Meets o beats deadlines
EXAMPLES: ACT E Ü I:]
mtrMeets

contract speciüed delivezable requirements
EXAMPLES: ACT Ü E Ü

¤¤> .....

This form isPERSONNEL RESTRICTEDwhat Ellcd in
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CI CI crPROTOTYPE mc X Wm = Wm
ucccaauacrrzcaacaaacxasiaarar quality revie (0 J) (o' Lo) RTS

G W ^<-*1 El Q Il
1-xr .....

I Technical work uns 10 positive aaagra-1cvc1 Vßibiüly ^¤ El Q III
zxr _.

a Wraps up a project when appropriate

l ^¤ El Q I:]
an- ._

Provides hours budget when tasking others ·
Hwr-¤S= ^¢‘ Ü [3 [Ii

· m ....
lnforms supervisor when time is available for aditional work ^¤ I] Q I:]

HP -— _..
CULI lDCII$„ • SI-ITIC OTIHIUOIIIS •· I VC. SCIIIO I

sheet if necessary. ACT Ü Ü Earr .._

ACI' mc?DOMAINTOTALS(SUMOF Cl WTD RTG

TOTALS)sxacumrv ¤ Cl ¢¤
RTÜ X WTG = WTD

bd (0 -4) (0- 1.0) am
Checks szalfclearanees and need~1o-know orereleasing class16ed' documenxsor
älassiüetäjérgormaüon ACT E Ü E

Bl? —— .1

Appropriately handlcs classifned material ^¤ El Q L]
HPi .....

This form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTED

when filled an
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cr cr cr
PROTOTYPE RTS X Wm = WTO

_ _ _ (6.4) (6- 1.6) um
Usesclassrfieddiskettessrrdprooessrrtgregrstcrwlicripmeessingc- 'iedmatcrials ^¤ El Q E]

DCP .....

• •• notdtscttss FFW ormatrononorncaropcnphories ^¤P El [j E]
ECP .....

[ Displays ANSER badge whilcirrANSE.R acrlitres ^¤ El [j E'.]

igussaferegistcraccuratclyeachtirocsafeisoperredaridclosed ^¤ El [j [II
BW- ....

Useüfkswhailoanmgclassiüeddowmmßwouuraaffaruwüfwsofapproaclrmg
renewaldate ACT E EP -— -
Thoroughlyandacciuately pcrforms security checks ÜACTP1 —— E ——

• uctsrnventonesmatimelyandaccuraternanner ^¤ I] [j E]
ECP ..... _

__ldentifiespotential security problems ÜACT— E ——
N ' res ecurityo contact with foreign narionals ^¤ I] [j E]

EXP .... .....

Additional cntical mcidems. lude same · ormaticm as specified above. se another
sheet if riecessary. ACT ÜÜ¤<P.. .....

Acr imDOMAINr0'rAr.s(SUM0r·‘ cr wm RTG 1‘01‘Ar.s) .-

This form isr=·r:rts01~1Nr~:r„ rtrzsrrzrcrrzn
when Glied in X
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_ PROTOTYPE
jworz oowtm co.·u.s • rmxr6 uormrs;

TECHNICAL CGMPETENCE SG Cl Cl
X =mmmmu mmc ~ (04) (0-1.0) am^¤ El Q EI]

. EXP -— —....
Develops realistic project er tsk plan ^¤ I] Q IIIW — ——
Produces work that is accurate, up-to-date, and theoretically sound ^¤ EI Q IIW — ——

trives to increase tec ~skills°^¤ EI Q [I
r—:x1> __ __

Keeps current with developments in his/her field (e.g. reads articles, journals, attendss WWWW ^¤* I] Q I:}EXAMPLES:. m .._
Recognizes problems in a timely fashion and develops appropriate courses ofaction ^¤ I] Q I:}am __
Researches existing materials and literamre on a subject before pursuing the task
raxAM1>1.tas: ^C*" Ü Ü Eam _.
Has problems/questions well thought Otll before approaching decLsion—maker
e..manaer lit L ACT·— —

lnvesugates alternative so uuons to problern—solvtng and selects appropriate methodologr · ^¤ I] Q I:]W —— ——
This form is

PERSONNEL RESTRICTED
when failed in
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CI CI ctPROTOTYPE im X WTG z ww
. . . . . (0-4) (0-1-0) R16

Analyses do not contain crors which lead to signrücantly drffccnt resultsX ^¤ EI Q I:
atv _.

Additional crrtic mcrdcits. ludcsame ·· ormauouuspec -· •bove. se mo ·ibm rr „„„„„. _ AcrACI

EXP
} DOMAINTOTALS(SUM

OF CI WTD RTG TOTALS) ....—.

MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS ·NE.XT6MONTHS:

WRITTEN/PRESENTATION SKILLS C! Cl Cl
_;_ RTG x WTG = Wm

Communicates techrucal' work atxurately .
(0 ° 4) (0 • Lo) RTG

EXAMPLES: ^Cr Ü E li-.] —
„ -—— j

Presents idea in a cohcrerrt, rauonal manner
EXAMPLES: ^¤' E E I:]

¤<P -— ..._

Exhibits grammatically correct writing skills
ExAMr·1„ras; ACTEXP

.—- _.

Answcs technical questiom accurately and eoncisely during briefmg presemations
ExAMP1,Es: ^CV„

W -— ——-
Presentations show the ability to explam complex tec

’
- ormationEwa; ^¤ E] [j I:]

„ W —— -—-

Produces atuactive, polished presentations that arc appropriate to the audicioe
EXAMPLES:

^C‘" E Ü E
ECP —— ....

This form isPERSONNEL RESTRICTED
when filled in
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cx Cl cxPROTOTYPE im x wm = wm
„

works
_ _ _

skins
(O · 4) (O - LO) RIU

tc impmvc wnucn/pmscmauoo ^¤ E] [j I:}
EXP•

cn ·—• . _ udcumc··omuuon•ssp¢cxn•bovc. scmouucs ACTÜ Ü Ü
,, DCP .._ _____

. ACI EXPDOMAIN TOTALS E(SUM OF CI WTD RTG TOTALS) ..-

MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS — NEXT6 MONTHS:

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL TOTALS ACT EXP
(suM or DOMAIN ·r0rA1,s) :

SUMMARY OF OVERAIL PERFORMANCE:

MANAGER ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

EMPUOYEE ADDITIONAL COMMBQTS:

This form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTED

when fnllcd in
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~ PROTOTYPE

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL FORM
RESEARCH STAFF

' (QUALITATIVE)

DATA
H

NAME:_j____________ ORGANIZATIONALUNIT:
POSITION TITLE:
LEVEI/GRADE:__ MONTHS/YEARS IN CURRENTLEVEUGRADE:
REVIEW PERIOD:_________TO - DATE OF LAST REVIEW:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL SESSION
1. Employee drafts EXAMPLES and MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS ~ 1 week before interview and

gives to manager. Manager reviews and makes additional comments and completes
SUMMARY OF OVERALL PERFORMANCE.

2. In interview manager and employee discuss EXAMPLES and MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS,
with managefs additional comments, and SUMMARY OF OVERALL PERFORMANCE.

3. Manager completes and forwards perfomrance appraisal for Corporate review and approval.
4. When approved, manager presents formal appraisal to employee.
5. lfdesired, employee ülls out additional comments section.
6. Employee signs and dates appraisal.

Reviewed, Required Approvals Received: Evaluation by:

I
Personnel Manager Managm-

My signature indicates that I have read and discussed this appraisal with _______

on . It does not indicate my agreement or disagreement with the

contents of this appraisal. ·

Employee Signature:This

form isPERSONNEL RESTRICTED
when ftlled rn
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PROTOTYPE
How often has the employee cxhibited the following behaviors in the past 6 months? List examples to support each of the
critical incidents listed below (if appropriate). Do not be unnecessarily influenced by Unusual Cases or Most Recent Events.
No discriminadon can be made with respect to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital status, personal
appearance, family responsibilidcs, political affiliations, physical handiap or veteran status.

CORPORATE POLICY
Adhcrcs to established core hours

lnforms appropriate pcrmnncl of whereabouts during workday

Records dmc worked in aceordancc with timekeeping policy

Does not wend work dmc in non-business acdvides

Docs not use corporate resources for personal business _

EXAMPLES:

Complies with EEO laws and guidelines
EXAMPLES:

Avoids C-0-I situadons and notitics manager accordingly

lclcndfics and diseusscs with manager potential/actual personal services issues

Obtains approval for use of PBL
EXAMPLES:

This form isPERSONNEL RESTRICTED
whcrt fillcd in ‘
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4 PROTOTYPE
Seeks appmval for outside employment
EXAMPLES:

Refrains from using ANSER's time, funds, facilities, and name in Iobbying and political activities undertaken
EXAMPLES:i

Adhereswüovcmnuudirecüvesiconuzxclatisesrehthigwernutairmient

Includeumeinfamatiouasspecifiedabove. Useuiothusbeetifnecessuy.

MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS (BASED ON CRITICAL INCIDENTS) - NEXT6 MONTHS:

INITIATIVE

Solicits opposing points of view
EXAMPLES:

Seeks out new technologies for creating and improving products
EXAMPLES:

Prepares papers for presentation to professional socicties
EXAMPLES:

Suggests ways to improve internal ANSER operations and systems
EXAMPLES:

This form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTEDwhen Glled tn
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PROTOTYPE
Volunteers or proposalwork,
EXAMPLES:

[ , Seeks opportunities for application of ANSER work

,
Talks about new business opportunities with managa and with outside clients

ldentifies additional studiecandanalyses whicbtheclientneeds
EXAMPLES: ‘ ‘

Actively participates in professional societies
EXAMPLES:

Reoommends qualified applicants to ANSER
EXAMPLES:

_
-

Additional critical incidents. Include same information as specified above. Use another sheet if necessary.

MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS (BASED ON CRITICAL INCIDENTS) · NEXT6 MONTHS:

INTERPERSONALNEAMWORK/LEADERSHIP SKILLS
Esrablishcs rappcrr with clientand maintains regular contact

· Provides timely feedback on professional and project activities to manager, kaders ofassociated taslrs, and co-workcrs
EXAMPLES:

This form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTEDwhen filled m



I

I
l3 4

PROTOTYPE
Provides oonstmctive crurcism during project reviews, bnefmgs, etc.
EXAMPLES:

Accepts additional work to aid others

Pnovidcs notifrcatiort ofslipped deadlines

Facilitates smooth interactions with other staff

Treatssrrpportstaffwithrespectwlrenrequestingwork
EXAMPLES:

Providcs technical direction to others in the execution of tasking

Does not argue about trivial matters
EXAMPLES:

Trains and assistsjunior staffin both technical assignmems and corporate procedrrres

Submits work to support staffwell in advance ofdeadlines

lncorporates guidance into project activities

Dcmonstrates consideration for others in interactions and decizicns

This form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTED

when frlled in
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PROTOTYPE
Marntainsprogect rlessuchthattineycanbeusedbyotheis

E I
EXAMPLES:

Provides clear direction when tasking others
EXAMPLES:

l
Asks questions to clarify task
EXAMPLES:

lneludeurneiuformationnsspecifiedabrrve. Usemodusheetifneeusuy.

MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS (BASED ON CRITICAL INCIDENTS) · NEXT6 MONTHS:

' PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
Follows through with all aspects of the task
EXAMPLES:

Punctual in both work and meeting attendance
EXAMPLES:

Completes routine tasks in a timely and aocurate fashion (e.g. weeklies, MCM inputs)
• EXAMPLES:

Represenß company in a positive manner to oo—workers and outside contacts
EXAMPLES:

Works overtime when needed
· EXAMPLES:

This form isPERSONNEL RESTRICTED
when filled in
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PROTOTYPE
Returns messages promptly
EXAMPLES:

Accepts responsibility fc! products

Exnployeespcrsonal grooming,attixe,andov¤allappcararsce¤eappropriatefortlxejob
EXAMPLES:

Givescredittootherswhocon¤ibutetosti¤cessofpr¤jectaxsd/a*ta.sk
EXAMPLES:

Exhibiß honesty in alldcalingsEXAMPLES:

Follows chain of command
EXAMPLES:

Additional ¤·itical incidents. Include same information as specified above. Use another sheet if necessary.

MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS (BASED ON CRITICAL INCIDENTS) · NEXT 6 MONTHS:

QUALITY OF WORK/PRODUCTIVITY
Produces a tangible output
EXAMPLES:

This form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTED

when ftlled in
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PROTOTYPE
MeeLs budget requirements for a project
EXAMPLES:

wat eonsistent with client needs

Pressuredoesnotadversely alffectjobpcfamance

Seeks appropriate rwouzoes to solve the problem

Uses existing analysis tools to complete the task
EXAMPLES:

Solicits help from ANSER experts

Meets or beats deadlines
EXAMPLES:

Meets contract-specified delivcrable requirements
EXAMPLES:

Um other Research Staff for quality review

Technical work ieads to positive high-level visibility ·

Wmvs up ¤ t¤¤i¤¤ wbw awrwrbw

This form ia
PERSONNEL RBSTRICTEDwhen ftlled tn
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PROTOTYPE
Provides hours budget when tasking others

lnforms supervisor when time is available for additional work

Additional uiticalineidmts. Ineludesameiaformationasspecifrodabove. Usemodushoaifnxessuy.

MAJOR DOMAIN GOAIS (BASED ON CRITICAL INCIDEN'I'S) · NEXT6

MONTHS:SECURITY
•

-
— - clearances and need·tc>know • om releasing classilicd documents orclassifted ormation

EXAMP :

Appropriately handles classilied material
EXAMPLES:

Um classilied diskettes and processing register when processing classilied materials

Doesnotdisctmsclassiliod informationotiornearopeaiphonw

Dimlays ANSER badge while in ANSER facilities

Signs safe register accurately each time safe is opened and closed

This form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTED

when lilled in
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I

} PROTOTYPE
Use: 'l’CRs when loarttng classtfied documents to other s fand notifies ofapproachirtg renewal date

I
Thomughly and aecuratcly performs securitycheclts~I

Conductsinverttaiesinatintelyattdaeauatemarutu

I .p ldermües potential security problems“
Notifies Sectuity of corttact with foreign rtationals

‘ Additional critical irtcidents. Include'same information as specified above. Use another sheet if necessary.

MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS (BASED ON CRITICAL INCIDENTS) · NEXT 6 MONTHS:

TECHNICAL COMPETENCE
ldcmifies all aspects of the problem
EXAMPLES:

Develops realistic project or task plan

Produoes work that is aocurate, up-to-date, and theoretically sound
EXAMPLES:

This form isPERSONNEL RESTRICTEDwhat filled in
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r . PROTOTYPE
S¤·ives to increase technical skills

I Keeps current with developments in his/her Iicld (c.g. reads articles, joumals, attends seminars)

i Recognizesgrobknmütadnwlyfashimamdevebpsapgsqxüucaxxsofxdm

Researchcsexisting materialsandlitcratureonasubjectbeforeprnsttirrgtltetask
EXAMPLES:

Has problems/questions well thought out before appmaching decisiommakcr (e.g, manager, client, etc.)

lnvestigates alternative solutions to problem-solving and sclecß approgxiate methodologies
EXAMPLES:

Analyses do not contain errors which lead to signiftcantly different results
EXAMPLES:

i Additional critical incidents. Include same information as specified above. Use mother sheet if necessary.

MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS (BASED ON CRITICAL INCIDENTS) · NEXT 6 MONTHS:

WRITTEN/PRESENTATION SKILLS
Communicatcs technical work accuratcly
EXAMPLES:

This form isPERSONNEL RESTRICTEDwhat filled in
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14 1

[ PROTOTYPE
Presents ideas in a coherent, rational manna

[

Exhibits grammatically correct writing skills _

[ Answers technical questiom aocurately and concisely during briefrng presentations

Presentatiorts show the ability to cxplain complex technical information
EXAMPLES:

Prodmesamaaivemoüshedpresemaümsdmtareappropnauwduarrdkrwe

Works to improve written./presentation skills
EXAMPLES:

Additional uitical incidents. Include same information as specified above. Use another sheet if necessary.

[

MAJOR DOMAIN GOALS ('BASED ON CRITICAL INCIDENTS) — NEXT 6 MONTHS:

‘

SUMMARY OF OVERALL PERFORMANCE

This form is
PERSONNEL RESTRICTED

when filled rn
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SUMMARY OF OVERALL PERFORMANCE (CONT)

MANAGER ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

EMPLOYEE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

This form isPERSONNEL RESTRICTED
when üllcd m


